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Abstract

In industrial automation it is often necessary to arrange a large number of
objects in a certain order for a subsequent process step. Today, the method
of choice to do this is to combine several pick and place robots which move
the objects to their desired destination one at a time. If there are large
numbers of objects per time, this solution can become impractical because
the individual robots may hinder each other and because the accelerations
may become too high.

In these cases the concept of distributed manipulation provides a bet-
ter way of moving and rearranging the objects. Instead of having a small
number of complicated handling devices, a large number of very simple
manipulators is used. It is not even necessary for their working space to
cover the whole transportation path of an object. It is sufficient if every
manipulator is capable of passing an object to one of the adjacent ma-
nipulators. By operating these manipulators in parallel, a large number of
objects can be moved simultaneously, resulting in much lower accelerations
and no collisions of the handling devices.

This thesis is a contribution to the creation of such a distributed ma-
nipulation device. The proposed setup consists of a planar surface that
is divided into a large number of individual segments. These surface seg-
ments can be used as manipulators for objects lying on top of the surface
by making them oscillate appropriately. The sliding frictional force can be
exploited to drive the objects. A mathematical model of the effects leading
to the transportation is given.

A main difference between existing distributed manipulation devices
and the device presented here is the reduced number of actuators per
segment. Whereas most other devices require two or four actuators per
segment, the device presented here operates with only one actuator per
segment. Since a distributed manipulation device consists of a large num-
ber of segments, this advantage cuts the complexity and the cost of the
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device significantly.
The operation principle enables simpler manipulation tasks to be real-

ized using an open loop setup. In this case it is not necessary to have a
continuous feedback of the position information of the objects on the sur-
face, making the system quite simple. With this system, the objects can
be moved along discrete, two-dimensional paths and they can be moved
to discrete, two-dimensional locations. For many common object shapes it
is also possible to influence the rotational orientation of the objects about
the vertical axis.

More complex manipulation tasks require a closed loop setup that con-
tinuously provides the position and orientation information of every object
on the transportation device. Provided that the individual surface seg-
ments are small enough, full control of the objects’ position and orientation
becomes possible with this setup (no limitation to discrete locations).

The design process that led to the realization of a prototype of such a
distributed manipulation device is discussed. The application of the ideas
of simultaneous engineering to this project is described.

In addition to the theory, the actual implementation of the conveyor’s
principle of operation is described. This includes the discussion of the pro-
totype’s setup and the physical limits that restrict the range of parameter
values that can be chosen. The prototype allows object velocities up to
0.35 m/s.

The experimental results of both open loop and closed loop operation
are compared to the corresponding mathematical simulations. The ver-
ification shows that the object locations that result from the simulation
agree with the experimental data. The mathematical model that is derived
in this thesis is thus a suitable means of describing the objects’ trajectories
on the distributed manipulator.



Kurzfassung

Ein häufiges Problem der industriellen Automatisierungstechnik ist die
Neuanordnung einer grossen Anzahl von Objekten für einen nachfolgen-
den Prozessschritt. Die heute am häufigsten verwendete Lösung für die-
se Aufgabe besteht in der Kombination von mehreren “pick and place”-
Robotern. Diese transportieren die Objekte eines nach dem anderen von
der Ausgangs- zur Zielposition. Für Objektströme mit einer Vielzahl von
Objekten pro Zeiteinheit wird diese Methode aber unpraktisch. Einer-
seits geraten sich die Roboterarme gegenseitig in den Weg, andererseits
entstehen durch die notwendigen schnellen Bewegungen sehr grosse Be-
schleunigungen.

In solchen Fällen ist ein Transport nach dem Konzept der verteilten
Manipulation eine bessere Variante für die Bewegung und die Neuanord-
nung von Objekten. Anstelle einer Vielzahl von komplizierten Robotern
wird eine grosse Anzahl von sehr einfachen Manipulatoren verwendet. De-
ren Arbeitsraum braucht nicht einmal den gesamten Transportweg eines
Objektes abzudecken. Es genügt, wenn jeder Manipulator sein Objekt
an einen benachbarten Manipulator weitergeben kann. Da diese verteil-
ten Manipulatoren ohne gegenseitige Störung gleichzeitig betrieben werden
können, wird der simultane Transport von sehr vielen Objekten möglich.
Nachteile wie grosse Beschleunigungen und Kollisionen von Roboterarmen
treten dabei nicht auf.

Diese Dissertation ist ein Beitrag zur Realisierung eines solchen verteil-
ten Manipulators. Der vorgeschlagene Aufbau besteht hauptsächlich aus
einer horizontalen Fläche, die in eine grosse Anzahl von kleinen Teilflächen
aufgeteilt ist. Durch den gezielten Einsatz von individuellen Schwingun-
gen für jede einzelne Teilfläche ist es möglich, Objekte auf dieser Fläche zu
transportieren. Dazu wird die Gleitreibungskraft ausgenützt. Ein mathe-
matisches Modell beschreibt die Effekte, die zum Transport der Objekte
führen.
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Ein Hauptunterschied zwischen existierenden Aufbauten von verteilten
Manipulatoren und dem hier beschriebenen Aufbau besteht in der klei-
neren Anzahl von Aktoren pro Teilfläche. Während die meisten anderen
Aufbauten zwei oder vier Aktoren pro Teilfläche benötigen, kommt der
hier beschriebene Aufbau mit einem einzigen Aktor pro Teilfläche aus. Da
verteilte Manipulatoren aus sehr vielen Teilflächen bestehen, führt dieser
Vorteil zu einer erheblichen Verringerung der Komplexität und der Kosten
des Aufbaus.

Für einfachere Transport- und Ausrichtungsaufgaben reicht es, den
Aufbau im gesteuerten Betrieb zu betreiben. In diesem Fall ist es nicht
nötig, die Position der Objekte auf der Fläche ständig zu messen, was zu
einem einfachen Aufbau führt. In dieser Betriebsart können die Objekte
auf diskreten, zweidimensionalen Trajektorien bewegt werden und auf dis-
kreten Punkte positioniert werden. Bei vielen Objektformen ist es auch
möglich, die Winkelausrichtung der Objekte um die Vertikale zu beeinflus-
sen.

Bei komplizierteren Transport- und Ausrichtungsaufgaben wird der ge-
regelte Betrieb notwendig. In dieser Betriebsart wird die Position und Ori-
entierung aller Objekte auf dem Förderer ständig neu bestimmt. Dadurch
wird es möglich, die Objektposition und -orientierung auf beliebige Werte
zu regeln, sofern die einzelnen Teilflächen klein genug sind. Damit sind
beliebige Objekttrajektorien möglich und die Beschränkung auf die oben
erwähnten diskreten Orte entfällt.

Der Entwurfsprozess, der der Realisierung eines Prototyps dieses ver-
teilten Manipulators voranging, wird beschrieben. Die Umsetzung der
Ideen des “Simultaneous Engineering” in diesem konkreten Projekt wird
dargestellt.

Zusätzlich zur Theorie wird die tatsächliche Realisierung des Funktions-
prinzips beschrieben. Dies beinhaltet auch eine Beschreibung des Aufbaus
des Prototyps und der physikalischen Grenzen, die die Wahl der möglichen
Parameterwerte einschränken. Der Prototyp erlaubt die Realisierung von
Objektgeschwindigkeiten bis zu 0.35 m/s.

Die experimentellen Resultate sowohl des gesteuerten als auch des ge-
regelten Betriebs werden mit den entsprechenden mathematischen Simu-
lationen verglichen. Die Verifikation zeigt, dass die berechneten Objektpo-
sitionen mit den Messdaten übereinstimmen. Das mathematische Modell,
das in dieser Dissertation aufgestellt wird, ist also geeignet, um die Tra-
jektorien der Objekte auf dem verteilten Manipulator zu beschreiben.
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z(t) Vertical position of the manipulator surface
zC z-coordinate of the object’s center of gravity
α Phase shift of the manipulator surface’s vertical motion

relative to its horizontal motion
β Angle needed for the parametric description of a cylin-

drical object’s lower peripheral edge
βP Value of the angle β that corresponds to the object’s

point of contact
β1,2,3 Real controller design parameters
β? Orientation angle of an object measured in the camera

image coordinate system
γ Phase shift of the object’s periodic motion when the

vertical oscillation is zero
δ Run length of a series of pixels
η Parameter describing the relative position of an object

within a calibration tetragon
θ Cardanic tilt angle of the object’s axis of rotation
λv Quotient of the object’s average steady-state velocity

and the manipulator surface’s velocity
µ Coefficient of sliding friction
µ0 Coefficient of static friction
µpq Central moment of the order p+ q



xxii List of Symbols

Symbol Description
ν Angle between the object’s ζ-axis and the vertical axis
ξ Parameter describing the relative position of an object

within a calibration tetragon
τ Time
φ Rotation angle of the object
χ Percentage of the image pixels searched for objects
ψ Cardanic tilt angle of the object’s axis of rotation
ωt Angular velocity of the manipulator surface’s oscillation
ωξ, ωη, ωζ Components of the object’s rotational velocity

Coordinate Systems

Name Origin Axes Description
O C ξ, η, ζ Object coordinate system
W O x, y, z Inertial coordinate system



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Transportation Devices

There are many transportation devices available today. They differ in the
type, size, weight and number of objects they can move, the transportation
distance, the conveyance speed, the reconfiguration flexibility, the amount
of space needed, the complexity of the paths that the transported objects
can follow, the cost and many other aspects. Depending on the application,
the most suitable device is chosen.

Figure 1.1 shows a comparison of three properties of transportation
devices that are commonly used in industrial automation. The properties
compared are the number of objects that the device is capable of moving at
a time, the ease of adapting the device to a changed situation (reconfigu-
ration flexibility) and the device’s ability to move the objects individually.

Traditional mass transportation devices such as conveyor belts, roller
conveyors, vibratory feeders, chain feeders, chutes and the like are well
suited for large quantities of similar objects. Since the transportation
path is the same for every object, they do not offer any individualiza-
tion. These conveyors need to be adjusted mechanically and cannot be
adapted very quickly to changing needs. Therefore, they rank rather low
in reconfiguration flexibility.

If objects need to go to individual destinations, several solutions are
possible. Letters, for example, are sorted in post offices by a series of
one-dimensional conveyors that are connected by some kind of branching

1
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of currently available transportation devices and
the device to be developed.

mechanism, leading to a tree structure. Even though they are processed
one at a time, the system can process a large number of objects due to the
high speed of the individual objects. This type of conveyor also ranks high
in individualization because every object may have its very own destina-
tion. The reconfiguration flexibility is very high as long as it is possible to
achieve the new task with the existing mechanical setup. In that case only
software changes are needed. For larger changes of the transportation task
both mechanical and software changes may be required.

Autonomous guided vehicles are a state-of-the-art solution for trans-
portation tasks along predefined paths on factory floors. There are usually
only a small number of objects per vehicle. Combined with the possibility
of having branchings in the transportation path, they offer a great deal of
individualization. The fixed guiding wire in the floor makes them perform
poorly when it comes to reconfiguration flexibility.

Mobile robots, as an alternative, operate in the same range of trans-
portation distances and the same type of environment. Their reconfigu-
ration flexibility is much larger compared to autonomous guided vehicles
because they do not need a guiding wire. However, they are still under
development and not yet commonly used in industrial automation.
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Pick and place robots usually handle objects one at a time and are there-
fore not suitable for moving large numbers of objects in a short amount of
time. On the other hand, every object can be treated individually. As their
operation is mainly determined by software, they are able to be adapted
to new situations quite quickly.

Speaking of industrial automation, one also has to compare the tech-
nical solutions to a human being doing the same job. When it comes to
reconfiguration flexibility, humans are still irreplaceable because of their
exceptional ability to cope with changing circumstances. Nevertheless,
machines usually outperform humans in speed.

Unfortunately, there is no device in the top right corner of the diagram,
meaning that there is no transportation device that can handle a large
number of objects at a time and still provide individual transportation and
reconfiguration flexibility. For many automation tasks this would be the
device of choice – even more so if it offered reasonable transportation
speeds at a moderate price.

This thesis is a contribution to the development of such a novel trans-
portation device.

1.1.2 Initial Situation

SIG Pack Systems AG, a leading manufacturer of food packaging lines,
was affected by the lack of a parts feeder such as the one envisioned in the
preceding section. In order to increase the productivity of their packaging
lines, they desired a feeder that

1. Is capable of moving many objects simultaneously,

2. Handles the objects independently,

3. Offers high reconfiguration flexibility with respect to changing cir-
cumstances,

4. Is capable of controlling all three degrees of freedom of the planar
motion of an object (two translational and one rotational).

To avoid marks on the sides of delicate objects to be packaged (a specific
problem of food packaging), it was also desired that

5. Every object is touched on its bottom surface only.

As the conveyor market was not able to offer such a transportation
device, they initiated a cooperation with the Institute of Robotics at the
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Swiss Federal Institute of Technology with the goal of developing such a
feeder.

The first result of the cooperation was a diploma thesis written by
Wiesendanger and the author [WF97]. During its course, an appropriate
transportation principle was chosen and two different modes of operation
of the selected principle were compared using simulation. The better prin-
ciple was chosen and a small functional sample of a transportation device
was built in order to verify the theoretical ideas. The promising results of
the diploma thesis indicated that is was very likely that the chosen trans-
portation principle would lead to a setup that is capable of fulfilling the
industrial partner’s five objectives.

1.1.3 Transportation Principle Options

Many different transportation principles were considered. They can be
divided into three main groups.

Feeders with Tree Structure The first group consists of one-dimen-
sional feeders that are connected in series by some kind of branching mech-
anism. Applicable feeder types include belts, chains, rollers, chutes and
linear vibratory conveyors. Both the transportation paths and the final
object destinations are limited to a fixed discrete set given by the mechan-
ical setup. This limits the reconfiguration flexibility, causing this group to
be rejected.

Individual Vehicles The second group contains solutions that feature
individual vehicles for every object to be transported. They can be imagined
as a multitude of miniature autonomous guided vehicles or mobile robots.
The high number of objects to be moved simultaneously would make such
a system too complicated by far and too expensive to be realized. This
group was thus not considered.

Arrays of Feeders The third group consists of array-like arrangements
of true two-dimensional feeders. A large number of simple feeders forms
a distributed manipulation setup (see Section 1.2.1). The transportation
device is thus capable of transporting a large number of objects at a time
by having the individual feeder cells cooperating. Possible transportation
principles include arrays of omni-directional roller wheels (Figure 1.2(a)),
powered trackballs (b), conveyor belts made out of rollers (c), swiveling
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 1.2: Different transportation principles that could be used as indi-
vidual cells of an array-like manipulator setup (image sources: [MCLD93,
Lun99]).

conveyor belts (d) or rigid vibrating surfaces (e). Other options are array-
like arrangements of cells that contain pushers, chutes or diverters to move
the objects to the adjacent cell (f). Arrays of simple handling mechanisms
with few degrees of freedom (preferably three or less) are also imagin-
able (g).

Actual Choice Given the requirements of Section 1.1.2, it turned out
that many of the transportation principles are not applicable. To choose
among the ones that remained, a sixth requirement played an important
role: Low cost.

The use of a flat oscillating surface (e) as a basic element of the array-
like transportation device turned out to be the most suitable solution for
the particular needs of the industrial partner. Most importantly, there is
an operation mode for this transportation principle that requires only one
actuator per manipulator cell (see Section 4.1.1). Additionally, this mode
of operation requires one central drive for all cells, resulting in only n+ 1
actuators needed for an array consisting of n cells. All the other principles
shown require at least two actuators per cell, resulting in a total number of
2n actuators for a setup with n cells. Compared to the other principles, the
oscillating surface principle thus requires only half the number of actuators,
also resulting in half the actuator cost. Due to array-like setups resulting
in high numbers of actuators, actuator cost is an important issue.
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Moreover, the oscillating surface transportation principle is holonomic,
as opposed to the swiveling conveyor belts shown in (d) which is non-
holonomic. Furthermore, the sides of the objects are not touched as is the
case with pushers or diverters (f).

Due to these facts, the focus will be on vibratory transportation and
distributed manipulation throughout the rest of this thesis.

1.2 Related Work

Other researchers have been working on the development of conveyor sys-
tems that meet some of the desirable characteristics mentioned above.

First, an overview of projects in the field of distributed manipulation
is given (Section 1.2.1). Even though some of them comply with all the
desirable characteristics stated above, none of them is really suitable for the
application of the industrial partner of this project because the additional
needs (see Section 6.1) are not satisfied.

Then three sections on motion and vibration follow because these topics
play an important role in this thesis. Section 1.2.2 outlines the extensive
research that has been conducted on vibratory conveyors. Sections 1.2.3
and 1.2.4 describe the use of vibration to move and orientate the parts.

With the exception of vibratory conveyors, state-of-the-art transporta-
tion devices like the ones mentioned in Figure 1.1 are not covered in this
chapter. Those interested in the literature on these conveyors should refer
to [Eas87, SK87, PKK88, PSG+89, SDK85].

1.2.1 Distributed Manipulation

In pursuit of simple manipulation devices, the term “distributed manipula-
tion” was introduced [NS89]. Conventional manipulation devices are usu-
ally capable of performing the necessary manipulations on their own. Ac-
cordingly, multiple degree-of-freedom manipulations demand for multiple
degree-of-freedom manipulators. This leads to solutions that are mechan-
ically large and complicated. Moreover, they require powerful actuators
and are also expensive.

Distributed manipulation devices try to overcome these drawbacks by
relying on the cooperation of a large number of small and very simple
manipulators. So while a single manipulator cannot perform the desired
manipulation by itself, many of them operating together can perform the
desired manipulation if the object to be moved is in contact with more
than one of them. The advantages of such a setup are obvious: Consisting
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of simple manipulators only, the whole setup remains simple. With to-
day’s mass production capabilities, a large number of simple manipulators
is more cost effective than a small number of complicated manipulators.
Furthermore, distributed manipulators are more fault tolerant since other
components can compensate for a broken component. Finally, distributed
manipulators can perform a variety of tasks in parallel.

Distributed manipulators have been built at different scales. Table 1.1
on page 14 shows an overview of setups described in literature. Most of
them have in common that their setup consists of a rectangular array of
similar manipulator cells. However, the actuation principles of the individ-
ual manipulator cells, the design of the individual cells and the resulting
transportation properties differ significantly.

All devices in the cell size range of 1 mm and below [CWV97, Böh97,
KF94, AOTF93] are produced using integrated circuit fabrication meth-
ods. This batch fabrication process allows the production of setups with a
large total number of cells (up to several thousand). The device described
in [YRB00] is also produced using batch fabrication. However, due to its
larger cell size, printed circuit board technology is used instead of inte-
grated circuit technology. All setups with a cell size larger than 20 mm
([MCLD93, Rez00, Lun99, FA99, YRB00] and the present thesis) are based
on discrete actuators that need to be assembled in a separate step. The
need for manual assembly as well as the higher cost for the discrete actu-
ators causes the total number of cells to be relatively small (the setup of
the present thesis being an exception).

For most devices, the possible directions of transportation are directly
related to the number of actuators per cells. In most cases, setups con-
sisting of cells with only a single actuator are capable of moving objects
in one direction only (one translational degree of freedom). Depending on
the actual implementation, a design with two actuators per cell is some-
times necessary to reverse the direction of transportation. By arranging
the actuators perpendicularly (two or four actuators per cell), translations
in the four cardinal directions become possible (two translational degrees
of freedom). Exceptions to this rule are the devices presented in [FA99]
and the present thesis. They realize two translational degrees of freedom
with only one actuator per cell in combination with an additional actuation
that is common for all the cells.

The setup used by Reznik [Rez00, RC01, RCA01] is even simpler than
the ones used by the distributed manipulation researchers. Instead of hav-
ing a large number of cells, he only has one flat rigid plate with three
degrees of freedom that is used to move parts using frictional forces. With
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the idea of time-division multiplexing, he is capable of moving an arbitrary
number of objects“in parallel.” The control of the rotational degree of free-
dom is theoretically possible but has not yet been verified experimentally.

There are different reasons why the related devices mentioned here
are not suitable for SIG Pack Systems’ application. Most of them are
not capable of producing a transportation speed that is high enough (cf.
Section 6.1). The device described in [Lun99] is the only one that would
satisfy their needs. However, the fact that it is based on discrete contact
points that have a relatively large spacing makes this device undesirable.
All non-batch fabricated devices that require more than one actuator per
cell (also including [Lun99]) are not favorable because of complexity and
cost reasons.

1.2.2 Vibratory Conveyors

Vibratory conveyors are machines that use some kind of oscillating device
to move one or several objects. The two types of vibratory conveyors that
were widely used in the past are linear vibratory conveyors and vibratory
bowl feeders.

The linear vibratory conveyor consists of a trough that performs a pe-
riodical linear motion (see Figure 1.3). Small accelerations of the trough
do not cause a relative motion of the material, but with increasing accel-
erations the material starts to slide or even jump relative to the trough.
With the periodic repetition of these small movements, materials can be
transported for longer distances. This type of conveyor is often used for
the transportation of bulk materials. It is especially suitable for the trans-
portation of mechanically or chemically aggressive or dusty materials be-
cause its trough can be totally enclosed. Hot or moist materials are also
often transported using this kind of conveyor.

Böttcher and Wehmeier [Böt57, Weh61a, Weh61b, Weh61c], both work-
ing at TU Hannover, were among the first researchers to analyze and
mathematically describe the mechanics of the transportation on vibratory
conveyors. Their theoretical results for bulk materials agree with experi-
mental measurements. Weese [Wee63] extended their mathematical model
by including sliding motion between the material and the feeder. Booth
and McCallion [BM63] are among the first scientists to describe vibratory
conveyors in English and are, therefore, often cited in English publica-
tions. They describe the effect of oscillation parameters on the conveyance
velocity. However, their model is limited to continuous contact mode.

The number of publications that followed is too large to give a com-
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Figure 1.3: The main component of a linear vibratory conveyor is a trough
that oscillates both horizontally and vertically. This motion causes objects
laying in the trough to slide or jump repeatedly, thus resulting in a net
motion.

prehensive list. The following selection gives an idea of the topics they
cover.

Ehling [Ehl64], Schmid and Peschl [SP65] and Sabel [Sab84] investi-
gated the behavior of particulate materials during transportation on vi-
bratory conveyors. Langer [Lan65], Hoormann [Hoo67], Steinbrück [Ste80],
Kühlert [Küh92] and Tian [Tia93] described effects that relate to rigidity
and undesired oscillations of the trough. Buchta [Buc81] experimented
with non-harmonic excitation of the conveyor. Sloot and Kruyt [SK96] de-
scribe the effect of the inclination (or declination) of the conveyor as well
as other parameters on the conveying speed. Even heat transfer between
bulk materials and the trough has been determined for different oscillation
parameters [Rin80]. Socha and Koltze [SK90], as well as Neddermann and
Harding [NH90, HN90], specialized in slide conveyors where the material
stays in contact with the trough surface at all times.

A couple of more recent publications deal with the transportation of
single parts instead of granular materials. Ahrens [Ahr83] focuses on the
behavior of objects in vibratory bowl feeders and the design of mechanical
“filters” to select certain poses of a part. Habenicht [Hab84] describes the
flight-free transportation of single parts on a linear vibratory conveyor.
Dietzsch [Die87] works with piles of rectangular, flat parts and studies the
effects of the interaction between the parts. Wolfsteiner [WP97, Wol99]
presents a mathematical model which includes unilateral constraints and
multiple impacts.
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the phases of the impact drive motion. The
device can move step by step by repeating this sequence.

1.2.3 Motion and Vibration in Nanotechnology

“Impact drives” are stepwise transportation devices which make use of the
nonlinearity of the frictional force to move themselves or other objects.
The setup of such a stepping device with an asymmetrical leg structure is
illustrated in Figure 1.4. One leg (the body mass m1) rests on a substrate
whereas the other (the impact mass m2) is suspended by the actuator P,
which connects the two legs. The system can be moved utilizing the non-
linear frictional characteristics as follows: First, the actuator P is rapidly
elongated which induces an inertial force on both masses. If the force on
m1 exceeds the static frictional force, both m1 and m2 move away from the
center of mass. Once the actuator is in the fully extended position, it is
smoothly shrunk. During this phase, m2 is shifted while the static friction
prevents m1 from moving. When the contraction is suddenly stopped, the
momentum of m2 causes an inertial force on m1. If it also exceeds the
static frictional force, the device moves again. Repeated application of
this stepping sequence allows the device to travel arbitrary distances.

Higuchi and Yamagata [HHW87, YH95] built several positioning and
handling mechanisms based on this principle. Büchi [BZCS95, Büc96] fo-
cused on improving the positioning resolution by using a hybrid control
scheme and achieved a positioning accuracy of less than 10 nm. Zesch
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[ZBCS95, Zes97] combined the impact drive principle with parallel kine-
matics to build a mechanism with three degrees of freedom. The transla-
tional and rotational resolution achieved was less than 10 nm and 1.2 µrad.

Du and Dickerson [DD99, Du99] describe a vibratory feeder that con-
sists of a horizontally vibrating plate. In their simulations they are able
to control the translations in x and y and the rotation about z of a single
part that is coupled to the plate through Coulomb friction.

1.2.4 Orienting Parts with Vibration

Research has been conducted on the use of vibration to orient parts that
are initially randomly oriented on a flat surface. Swanson’s idea is to design
a vibration sequence of a flat surface that makes many parts of the same
kind move into a common desired angular orientation [SBK95a, SBK95b,
Swa97]. The advantages of this method are the small number of actuators
required for the simultaneous orientation of a large number of parts and
the simple setup due to the lack of sensors. The drawbacks of the method
are that it is not able to control the position of the objects and that no
experiments were performed (theoretical discussion and simulation results
published only).

1.3 Goals

Based on the fact that none of the transportation devices mentioned above
satisfied SIG Pack Systems’ needs and on the promising experimental re-
sults with the first experimental setup (cf. Section 1.1.2), both the aca-
demic and the industrial partners agreed on the continuation of the collabo-
ration and the development of a custom-made conveyor. The experimental
setup that was built during the diploma thesis served as a basis for the
continuing development and the operation principle was patented by SIG
Pack Systems [RFW98].

The partners thus agreed on the goal of developing a fully functional
prototype of a vibratory conveyor. As with the first experimental setup,
it should be capable of moving many objects simultaneously and indepen-
dently, offer high reconfiguration flexibility, provide control of all three
planar degrees of freedom and touch only the bottom surfaces of the ob-
jects to be moved (cf. Section 1.1.2). Additionally, it should provide

• Full control of the vertical oscillation parameters of every manipula-
tor cell by software. As opposed to this, the first experimental setup
operated with a fixed vertical oscillation amplitude.
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• A closed loop operation mode that determines the appropriate oscil-
lation parameters.

The project described in this thesis deals with the development of a
final industrial product based on a basic idea (the transportation principle)
and a functional experimental setup. According to modern management
standards, the development of the final industrial product should be quick
and efficient. It is thus also a goal of this thesis to contribute to the
description of methods that allow to perform the transition from the idea
to the final industrial product faster and more effectively.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

Since a new product was designed and developed during the course of this
thesis, Chapter 2 begins with a section on the responsibilities of the de-
signer in general. The impact of design decisions on the assembly process
is given as an example. The process that is necessary to bring a new prod-
uct from its research state to an industrially useful state is also described
in this chapter. Again, examples that occurred during the design process
of the vibratory conveyor are given.

Chapter 3 is dedicated to the operation principle of the vibratory con-
veyor described in this thesis. It commences with a verbal description of
the principle. Then a detailed mathematical model of the physical effects
involved in the transportation process is given. This includes the descrip-
tion of friction and contact models, the introduction of the oscillation that
is used, and the solution of the equations describing an object’s trajectory
in two different contact cases.

In Chapter 4 the consequences of dividing the manipulator surface into
individual segments are discussed. Several vector fields that can be used
for certain manipulation tasks are introduced. Contrary to Chapter 5, it
is assumed that no information on the current position of the objects is
known (open loop operation). The limitations of this mode of operation
are shown in the last section of this chapter.

Chapter 5 starts with a description of the computer vision system that
was used as a position sensor in the closed loop operation mode. Then a
mathematical model of the plant is derived that is suitable for the design
of a controller. The physical processes that were described in Chapter 3
are extended accordingly. The third main section of this chapter describes
the controller design process.

In Chapter 6 the aspects that had an impact on the actual realization
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of the experimental setup are discussed. This includes the guidelines given
by the industrial partner and the factors that determined the choice of the
oscillation parameter values. It further contains sections on the mechan-
ical design of the experimental setup and the actuation of the oscillating
manipulator surface elements.

Chapter 7 finally contains the comparison of the mathematical models
with the corresponding measurements. Based on the choice of experiments
that were conducted, it is divided into sections on dynamic friction, open
loop object alignment and orientation and examples of the closed loop
operation.

The thesis is concluded by Chapter 8 which contains a summary of
the findings of this thesis and an outlook on potential topics for further
investigation.
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#act.
per cell

realized objects moved speed

[CWV97] magnetic flaps (Lorentz
force)

100. . .
400 µm

≥27
(batch)

1. . . 4 yes silicon devices

[Böh97] single crystal silicon
torsional actuators

120. . .
240 µm

≤15000
(batch)

1. . . 4 yes glass, paper <100 µm/s

[KF94] air jets, electrostatic
nozzles

300 µm 63
(batch)

2 yes silicon piece ≥ 5 mm/s

[AOTF93] thermobimorph can-
tilever

500 µm 512
(batch)

2 yes silicon wafer 27. . .
500 µm/s

[Böh97] polyimide bimorph
microactuators

1.1 mm 64. . . 256
(batch)

4 yes silicon chip 200 µm/s

[TFTO00] ionic conducting poly-
mer gel film (ICPF)

6 mm 40 1 yes “a plate” 600 µm/s

[YRB00] air jets 19 mm 256
(batch)

1 yes paper

This thesis oscillating plates 26 mm 256 1 yes steel and alu-
minum blocks

350 mm/s

[YRB00] “PolyBot” tilting mecha-
nisms (1, 2 or 3 dof)

≈50 mm 4. . . 12 1. . . 3 yes paper

[FA99] shape memory alloy
fibers

32 1 yes 1 kg, (225 mm)2 1.4. . . 4.6 mm/s,
1.8 ◦/s

[LM97, Lun99] pairs of roller wheels
driven by DC motors

127 mm 20 2 yes cardboard boxes 300 mm/s

[Rez00, RC01,
RCA01]

electromagnetic oscilla-
tion

406 mm 1 not ap-
plicable

yes pennies, chess
pieces, beer cans

10. . . 100 mm/s

[MCLD93] multiple e. g. 1 m e. g. 144 1. . . 4 parcels

Table 1.1: Overview of different distributed manipulation devices, sorted according to their cell size. Empty fields
indicate that no information is available.



Chapter 2

The Design Process

During the design process – one of the phases of the product development
process – many properties of a product are laid down. A well-known
consequence of this fact is that the majority of the cost of a product is
fixed during its design phase. However, cost is not the only aspect that
is influenced by the design process. The scope of product design is much
broader. It not only includes the properties of the product itself but also
the type of work that will be required to manufacture, assemble, operate
and maintain the product. Due to the far-reaching consequences of the
design process it is important that it is well organized.

2.1 Design Process in the Wider Sense

At the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, humanities are an integral
part of the curricula besides the technical sciences. One example of this
fact is the existence of the Center of Integrated Manufacturing Systems1.
It supports projects that deal with the allocation of work between man
and machine and is based on the cooperation of technically, economically
and labor-oriented institutes. Currently the main focus of the center is the
optimization of the product and process development. As the design pro-
cess is an important part of this thesis, this project was kindly supported
by the center.

During the design and development of a new product many decisions
influence not only the product itself but also its production process. It

1Zentrum für integrierte Produktionssysteme (ZIP)

15
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is important to know that the designer of a new product is responsible
not only for the new product itself but also for the type of work that
is necessary to produce and operate the new product. It is the designer
who influences whether the assembly of the new product is interesting
or mundane. Depending on the designer’s ideas, the future operator will
either merely supervise the new machine or the operator’s knowledge and
experience will still be an integral part of the process. If such issues are not
dealt with during the design process, problems will eventually arise when
the product is being produced, assembled, used or maintained. Therefore,
the designer necessarily needs to deal with the labor-oriented problems
during the design process in order to be successful in the long term.

2.1.1 Partners

The introduction above showed that the design of a new product is an
interdisciplinary task. To have competent people for the different kinds of
questions that come up during the design process, a team with members
from different partners was formed. The following paragraphs describe
these partners.

SIG Pack Systems AG2 The lack of a parts manipulation device that
satisfies all their needs caused this innovative company to initiate this
project. The successful development of the new type of parts feeder that
was envisioned above would allow an increased performance of the pack-
aging lines they produce. They generously provided the resources which
were needed to manufacture the prototype of the new feeder. Being an
international vendor of food packaging lines, the first application of the
new transportation principle will be in this field.

ETH Work Psychology Unit3 The members of this institute deal with
the needs of people, the environment and society. Integrated knowledge
and skills developed within interdisciplinary frameworks are best suited
to meet the problem situations and the cultural interdependencies of life.
Therefore, they are an ideal partner for all non-technical issues that appear
during this project.

2SIG Pack Systems AG, CH-8222 Beringen, Switzerland
3Institut für Arbeitspsychologie, ETH Zürich
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Institute of Mechanical Systems, Center of Product Design4 As
its name indicates, this institute deals mainly with the design process,
taking mechanical products as an example. This includes the knowledge of
all the technical steps of turning an idea into a set of drawings. But it also
includes the knowledge of the socio-technical aspects and the management
tasks that are involved in this process. In this process they can, therefore,
provide support in both the technical and the organizational fields.

Institute of Robotics5 Only a mechatronics product that successfully
integrates mechanics, electronics and software can meet all the technical
goals stated above. Therefore, a partner with a strong background in the
combination of these engineering disciplines is needed. The Institute of
Robotics has successfully developed many mechatronics products in the
field of automation, both for academic and industrial use. The control
architecture is one example of an area where their contributions are es-
sential. With the author of this thesis being employed by the Institute of
Robotics, this partner was involved during all phases of the project.

2.2 Non-Technical Impacts of the New Ma-
chine

The introduction of a new type of machine with new capabilities has an
impact on many aspects of a company and its employees. Depending on
the particular example, it possibly influences the setup of the machine’s
environment, the manufacturing process, the assembly, the commissioning
process, the operation and maintenance.

Automation is already widespread in the domain of packaging. The
intended main use of the new conveyor is not to introduce automation to
a field that was manually operated before. Rather, an already automated
field is being simplified with new technology. The influence of the new
technology on the operation of the machine is, therefore, small. The as-
sembly process is, however, altered substantially with the new technology.
In the next section, this is explained in more detail.

4Institut für Mechanische Systeme, Zentrum für Produkte-Entwicklung, ETH Zürich
5Institut für Robotik, ETH Zürich
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2.2.1 Assembly of Distributed Systems

One essential property of distributed manipulation is that there is a large
number of similar actuators. When used at the microscopic scale, as de-
scribed in [BDMM94, KMF00, CWV97], integrated circuit manufacturing
processes provide a suitable means to easily create such a large number
of actuators. With lithographic methods, they can be created in parallel,
making assembly superfluous.

However, on the macroscopic scale this is different. As there is no
method of producing a monolithic assembly of several hundred macro-
scopic actuators in parallel, the assembly needs to be performed manually.
There is, therefore, an inherent risk that the assembly task can become
monotonous because every assembly step needs to be repeated manifold.

The food packaging lines of the industrial partner are largely cus-
tomized to the product to be packaged. Two lines for two different prod-
ucts may have the same components but there will be many custom-made
alterations to the standard components for the line to fit the particular
product. This means that a large part of the work needed for assembly
goes into alterations of standard parts.

Another fact is that packaging lines are not sold in quantities of hun-
dreds or thousands at a time but more or less one by one. So at any given
time, there is hardly more than a handful of the same standard component
of a packaging line in the factory.

The consequence of these two facts is that the work of the assembly
mechanics at SIG Pack Systems is very varied. Extensive repetitive tasks
are uncommon.

This would change significantly with the use of macroscopic distributed
manipulation in their packaging line components. The physical arrange-
ment of the single actuators depends on the type of product to be packaged
and is, therefore, different in every line. Once the arrangement is known,
it would be SIG Pack Systems’ assembly mechanics’ task to install the
many actuators. So, compared to the current state, the introduction of
distributed manipulation would introduce a new assembly task with infe-
rior quality due to its repetitive character.

Since this is an inherent problem of distributed manipulation, counter-
measures are limited to the reduction of the problem. This can certainly
be achieved with the optimal design of the individual actuators that mini-
mizes the time needed for their installation. Organizational measures can-
not make the work itself more interesting, but they can help to motivate
the workers [Uli98].
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Research phase Development phase
activity search for principles of redesign of the prototype

operation, selection, for industrial application
realization of a prototype

key issue creation of a working product adaptation to
product fit industrial demands

boundary laboratory conditions industrial environment
conditions
location of academic institution development department of a
execution business unit of the

industrial partner

Figure 2.1: The two principal phases of the project as it was executed.

2.3 Project Phases

The realization of the new type of feeder was divided into two clearly
distinguishable phases: The research phase and the development phase.

The research phase is characterized by the quest for a working product
according to Figure 2.1. The conditions that are necessary to make the
product work are of subordinate importance during this phase compared
to the fact that it works. Creativity is a key attribute of this phase.
A wide range of options is created in order to find the best principle of
operation for the particular product. Laboratory conditions are chosen for
this phase because they offer support for a larger range of options than an
industrial environment does. The research phase also includes the choice of
the best operation principle and the realization of a working prototype. It
is usually necessary to test various parameters or operation modes to make
the product work. Flexibility is thus another important aspect. With a
flexible setup it is easy to change parameters in a wide range of values or
to support a multitude of operation modes. Often, there is also a need for
additional instrumentation to verify that the product works as expected.

The development phase is characterized by different demands on the
product. As the selection of the appropriate principle of operation has
taken place, creativity and flexibility are of lesser importance. The product
needs to be adapted to the more restrictive industrial environment. The
integration into an existing series of products may as well be an issue during
this phase. Perhaps the product needs to be adapted to the structure of
the human resources of the industrial partner: Its employees should be
able to sell the product, produce it, put it into operation and maintain
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it. The market need, the availability in time and a reasonable price are
all-important for the success of the product.

2.3.1 Management of Contradictory Demands

The product development phase is shown in more detail in Figure 2.2. It
is divided into the product specification phase and the elaboration phase.

During the product specification phase, the specifications of the final
industrial product are developed as its name indicates. This is performed
as follows: An analysis of the product as it exists after the research phase
is conducted. Its properties are divided into two categories. The core
properties are absolutely necessary for the product to work. The research
properties are those properties of the product that are necessary to perform
measurements and tests and to allow variations in design and operation.
As the product is in a working state during the product development phase,
these properties are no longer needed.

Instead there is a new set of demands that the product needs to comply
with. In the figure they are denoted by the term “industrial demands” and
they include everything that is concerned with the change of the boundary
conditions that was mentioned in Figure 2.1.

The specifications of the final industrial product that result from the
product specification phase are found by removing the research properties
from the research product and adding the properties that make it comply
with the industrial demands. The specifications are written down and
serve as a guideline for the elaboration phase that is to follow.

2.3.2 Inconsistency of Product Specifications

After the specifications of the final industrial product are available, it is
the purpose of the elaboration phase to develop a practical realization of
the product that actually complies with as many of the specifications as
possible. Ideally the product satisfies all specifications.

For a simple product it is no problem to create consistent product
specifications that can be fully realized. However, for a complex prod-
uct this is difficult. The consistency of the product specifications cannot
be guaranteed a priori. The reason for this is that many aspects of the
product’s realization are not yet defined at the time the product specifi-
cations are laid down. It is only during the elaboration phase that many
additional constraints (physical, spatial, temporal, financial, ethical, . . . )
appear. Some of the product properties that were considered core prop-
erties cannot be realized as expected because they actually are in conflict
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Figure 2.2: During the transition from research to industry a product needs
to be altered in order to comply with the different requirements.

with industrial demands. On the other hand some industrial demands
may oppose some important core property of the product. Most probably
it will, therefore, turn out during the elaboration phase that not all of the
desired product properties mentioned in the specifications can be realized.
Both the core properties and the industrial demands need to be adapted
during the elaboration phase, leading to a final industrial product that
does not fully comply with the specifications but can be realized.

The key issue of product development organization is to find a way of
developing a product that meets as many of the product specifications as
possible. The next section discusses a product development method that
has proven to be useful in this context.

2.3.3 Simultaneous Engineering

As people from different departments of a company have a different view
of a product, they also judge the properties of the final industrial product
differently. A technically perfect product is worthless in the view of a sales
person if it is too expensive. For a product to be successful it needs to
comply with as many requirements of the different departments as possible.
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If the design process is conducted by only one department (the engineering
department in most cases), then the other aspects of the product might
be neglected. It is very important that already during the design process
the different departments can influence the inevitable tradeoffs that are
necessary due to contradictory needs.

The simultaneous engineering6 method [ES96, Bul95, SL97] proposes
the very early integration of all the departments involved in the devel-
opment of the new product. One of its key concepts is the creation of
cross-functional teams for the development of a new product. The inten-
tion of this is clear: Firstly, as many inconsistencies as possible should
be avoided in the product specifications. Secondly, if it is not possible to
avoid them, they should be resolved as soon as they are detected. Due
to the different views of the product within a cross-functional team, the
inconsistencies are detected earlier than with the traditional sequential
development process.

As a consequence, the development process becomes shorter because
of the early detection of inconsistencies. Without concurrent engineering,
it is necessary to iteratively redesign the product until the optimal subset
of the desired properties is found. Concurrent engineering avoids many
of these time- and cost-intensive redesign steps because it supports the
selection of the right solution the first time.

The challenge of simultaneous engineering is to keep the proper timing
for all the processes that run in parallel. If, for example, external suppliers
are included in an early phase of the development process, they probably
have access to preliminary data of the new product. If they start producing
their parts based on that preliminary data and for some reason that data is
changed by the design team afterwards, the parts of the external supplier
will be waste material. Situations like this could lead to longer development
times and higher costs of parallel work than of sequential work [CF92].

So, even more than with sequential work, simultaneous engineering
needs intermediate steps where certain properties of the new product are
fixed so that all team members can build upon these facts. Even with
simultaneous engineering it is inevitable that some processes are dependent
on the data produced by preceding processes. A combination of such a
stepwise procedure together with simultaneous engineering is essential to
avoid situations like the one described above.

6also called concurrent engineering
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2.3.4 Actual Solutions for this Project

After the theory of the preceding sections, the next paragraphs focus on
what could actually be realized and what problems appeared during the
realization.

Team

According to the contract of the partners, the only members of the design
team that worked full time on this project were two mechanical engineers.
One of them (Ruf) was employed by SIG Pack Systems, the other one (the
author) by the Institute of Robotics.

In order to realize the different views of the product that were men-
tioned above, the core team was extended by specialists from manufactur-
ing and assembly, marketing and sales, purchasing and patents. Employees
of external suppliers were also integrated into the team. Besides this, peo-
ple from several engineering departments (mechanical, electrical, software)
helped with the solution of the technical problems. Figure 2.3 shows an
overview of the project team.

Co-Location

To enhance the effect of the cross-functional team, the physical proximity
of the team members’ work places is often suggested (“co-location”, [SL97,
Bul95, Try93]).

As the majority of the team members were employed by SIG Pack
Systems, Beringen was the natural choice for the location of the project
team. This solution also facilitated the access to SIG Pack Systems’ CAD7

and PDM8 data. External access to these data was necessary only in one
special case related to an external supplier.

Several team members were not originally located at Beringen. Stu-
dents working on semester or diploma theses and employees of external
suppliers belong to this category. Those working full time on the project
for some period of time moved their place of work to Beringen whenever
possible. Most of the times this was feasible without major problems
because the equipment needed for a particular job was already present
at SIG’s factory or it could easily be moved there. One team member
from an out-of-town external supplier even chose to spend the nights in

7Computer Aided Design
8Product Data Management
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Figure 2.3: To have as many views as possible of the product, people with
different backgrounds joined the design team during the design process.

Schaffhausen on weekdays in order to work in Beringen. This way, it was
possible for him to become a fully integrated member of the project team.

In order to ensure the step-by-step procedure mentioned above, peri-
odic team meetings with all current team members (including part time
members) were held. These meetings served three main purposes. The
first purpose was to allow the part-time team members to personally ex-
change ideas with the full time team members. The second purpose was to
establish a new common set of facts for all members of the team. Different
competing designs were discussed at these meetings and a decision was
made on which one to pursue. The minutes of these meetings were sent to
all current members after the meeting to establish a new common basis of
facts to build upon. This also helped to keep those team members up to
date who were not able to attend the meeting. The third purpose of the
meetings was to set guidelines for the work that needed to be completed
before the next meeting.
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These three purposes also played an important role for the determina-
tion of the frequency of the meetings. On the one hand the meetings should
take place as frequently as possible to facilitate the exchange of informa-
tion between the team members. On the other hand a certain amount of
time is needed to achieve new findings that are worth discussing. As a
tradeoff, the meetings were held once a month.

During the time between the meetings communication means such as
e-mail, telephone and telefax as well as bilateral meetings were used.

2.4 Summary

When a product is transferred from the research state to an industrially
useful state, an inherent problem has to be solved. On the one hand the
properties of the product that constitute its character need to be main-
tained. On the other hand additional properties that make it commercially
useful need to be added to the product. Often these two sets of properties
are opposing in the sense that they are mutually exclusive. Therefore,
the desired properties of the final product have to be adapted during the
product development phase.

Simultaneous engineering provides an efficient way of coping with such
contradictory needs. Having multiple people with different backgrounds
work on the project ensures that the different needs are well represented
during the design process. If these people work at the same place (co-
location), it is much easier to find appropriate trade-offs for conflicting
requirements on the product.





Chapter 3

Principle of Operation

As with most of the transportation devices mentioned in Section 1.2.1,
the one described here is based on the cooperation of many similar, or
even equal, manipulators. However, the one described here is simpler than
most of those devices because each manipulator requires only one actuator
instead of two or four. Due to the high number of manipulators needed
for distributed manipulation, this results in a simpler and less expensive
mechanical setup.

This chapter explains the effects that make a single manipulator work.
The next chapter will then describe the benefits that result from the co-
operation of many of these manipulators.

3.1 Transport on a Single Manipulator

The main component of a single manipulator is a planar horizontal surface
that vibrates in a specific way. An object to be moved is placed on top of
this surface. The object’s bottom face is then in contact with the manipu-
lator’s surface. Due to the fact that the objects are to be touched only at
their bottom surface, the manipulator contains no additional components
such as pushers or guiding rails. In fact, the horizontal forces that are
needed to move an object are generated using the frictional force between
the object and the manipulator. The manipulator surface can vibrate both
horizontally and vertically but does not tilt.

The horizontal oscillatory motion of the manipulator surface is respon-
sible for providing sliding friction between the object and the surface. It
consists of two superimposed harmonic oscillations in two perpendicular

27
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Figure 3.1: Series of video images that shows that the manipulator surface
slides underneath the object. The dark spots on the surface reveal its circu-
lar motion whereas the cylindrical object remains almost motionless. One
quarter of the object’s top surface has a light color to make its orientation
visible.

directions. The phase shift between the two oscillations is 90◦, meaning
that every point of the manipulator surface performs a translation along
a circular path (see Figures 3.1 and 3.3(a)). This is the same type of mo-
tion that is used for shakers in chemical laboratories, for example. If this
oscillation is quick enough, the static frictional force cannot provide the
centripetal force that would be needed to move the object along the same
circular path. Therefore, the object will not perform the same motion as
the manipulator surface and consequently slides. This is clearly visible in
Figure 3.1.

The sliding motion of the object on the manipulator surface causes a
sliding friction force. The direction of the sliding friction force acting upon
the object is determined by the direction of the velocity of the manipulator
surface relative to the object (Figure 3.2). To explain the operation prin-
ciple, it is assumed that the magnitude of the object’s velocity is negligible
compared to the manipulator surface’s velocity, as is the case in the video
images. Later on it will become clear that this assumption is reasonable
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separation of the object
FR

FR

FN

FN

vt (= vr)

mg

Figure 3.2: The two forces that are used to create the object’s motion are
the sliding friction force FR and the normal force FN . The direction of the
sliding friction force is given by the velocity vr of the manipulator surface
relative to the object and changes with time.

under certain conditions (Equation 3.29)1. Based upon this assumption,
the direction angle of the relative velocity increases linearly with time and
covers a full turn of 360◦ during one period of the surface’s periodic mo-
tion. Accordingly, the same is true for the direction angle of the sliding
frictional force acting upon the object. For this purely horizontal motion
the magnitude of the friction force remains constant – only the direction
changes periodically – and consequently the temporal average of the sliding
frictional force equals zero and the object does not move.

The vertical motion of the manipulator surface influences the magni-
tude of the sliding friction force. If the manipulator surface is accelerated
upwards, the normal force between the object and the manipulator in-
creases. According to Coulomb’s law of friction, this also increases the
sliding friction force.

In a similar way, the magnitude of the sliding friction force can be
decreased by accelerating the manipulator surface downwards.

Later on, the conditions that guarantee sliding friction at all times are
discussed (Section 3.5.1). For now it is just assumed that sliding friction
applies permanently.

1The general case without this assumption is covered by the numerical solution in
Section 3.5.3.
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(a) Horizontal motion of the actuator

surface (counter-clockwise translation)

(b) Interaction of the manipulator sur-

face and the object (harmonic vertical
motion, upper dead center, lowest nor-
mal and frictional forces)

�

�

�

(c) The same setup at the lower dead

center (half a period later): Largest
normal and frictional forces

Figure 3.3: Oscillation of the manipulator surface: Snapshot (a) shows the
horizontal motion by itself, which would produce a zero temporal average of
the frictional force if an object was placed on the surface. In the snapshots
(b) and (c) a harmonic vertical motion is added. It generates a resultant
frictional force that makes the object move from left to right.

To move an object from left to right, the magnitude of the sliding
friction force is increased (upward acceleration) when its direction has a
component pointing from left to right. Accordingly, the magnitude is de-
creased (downward acceleration) when the sliding friction force points from
right to left. Consequently, a temporal average of the resultant frictional
force pointing from left to right is achieved.

Figure 3.3(b) shows a snapshot of the course with a harmonic vertical
oscillation. The vertical acceleration is minimal at the highest point. The
normal force and the sliding friction force are therefore minimal as well.
The object experiences little of the right-to-left motion of the surface dur-
ing this part of the period. Half a cycle later (Figure 3.3(c)) the vertical
acceleration reaches its maximum at the lower dead center. The object is
pressed against the manipulator surface and experiences a large frictional
force from left to right.
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Figure 3.4: Model of the forces that apply to the object if static friction is
applicable.

The direction of the transportation is easily influenced by varying the
phase shift of the vertical motion relative to the horizontal motion.

3.2 Friction Models

The Coulomb friction model describes the frictional force between two
bodies that are in contact with each other. It uses only a single parameter
to do so, namely the coefficient of friction. Two different cases may occur
depending on the relative motion of the two bodies: Static friction and
sliding friction.

3.2.1 Static Friction

Static friction applies when the two bodies in contact are at rest, i. e. when
their relative velocity vr is zero. It is assumed that a force F applies to
the body (Figure 3.4). Its component perpendicular to the contact surface
is called FP and its tangential component FT . The distribution of the
surface pressure between the body and the supporting base is in most
cases unknown, and is substituted by the normal force FN [BG97]. The
same is true for the distributed frictional force. It is substituted by the
frictional force FR.

Depending on the surface properties and the spatial inhomegeneity
of the coefficient of friction, the lines of action of FN and FR do not
necessarily need to cross each other. Figure 3.5 shows the effect of a
very inhomogeneous distribution of the coefficient of friction. The three
orthogonal views show a cubic object lying on a flat surface. It is assumed
that the coefficient of friction is zero on one half of the contact surface and
non-zero on the other half. This causes the point of attack of the resultant
FR of the distributed frictional force to be off-centered. As a result, FT
and FR cause a moment about the vertical axis that can make the object
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Figure 3.5: Local changes of the coefficient of friction may cause a turning
moment to act on an object. The figure shows three perpendicular views;
vectors pointing towards the reader are denoted by �, those away from the
reader by ⊗.

rotate. In reality, the differences in the contact parameters are not as large
as in this (hypothetical) example but the effect is the same.

The parameters of the inhomogeneous contact cannot be directly de-
termined experimentally. At the best, they could be estimated from an
eventual rotation of the object. The result of such a measurement would
be restricted to one specific object/surface pair and a certain surface region
only. Changing conditions caused by wear of the surfaces, small depositions
of dirt or differences in the humidity would make the general applicabil-
ity of the collected data questionable. The spatial inhomogeneity of the
contact parameters is therefore not considered in this model. They are
assumed to be constant hereafter.

The equilibrium condition normal to the contact surface yields:

FN = −FP (3.1)

The frictional force FR opposes FT but cannot exceed the stiction force
FS = µ0 |FN | (cf. [Åst98]):

FR =

{
−FT if vr = 0 and FT < FS

−FS FT
|FT |

if vr = 0 and FT ≥ FS
(3.2)
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Figure 3.6: Model of the forces that apply to the object if sliding friction is
applicable.

The coefficient of static friction µ0 depends upon many factors, the most
important ones being the type of materials in contact, the composition of
their surfaces and presence of a lubricant film.

The latter case can apply only instantaneously as it results in a net
horizontal force acting upon the object. Due to the net force, the ob-
ject accelerates, causing its velocity to become non-zero at the very next
instant.

3.2.2 Sliding Friction

In the situation shown in Figure 3.6, the supporting surface has a non-
zero velocity vr relative to the object. The force F that applies to the
body is again divided into its two components FP and FN . As before, the
distribution of the surface pressure between the body and the supporting
base is unknown and substituted by FN and FR. Again, the equilibrium
condition yields:

FN = −FP (3.3)

The tangential component of the contact force differs from the static fric-
tion case. Its value is given by the Coulomb friction model:

FR = µFN
vr
|vr|

(3.4)

The coefficient of sliding friction µ is slightly smaller than µ0 and depends
on the same factors mentioned above.

3.3 Contact Models

It is assumed that the bottom face of the object to be transported is a flat
surface. Two different contact models need to be considered, depending
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Figure 3.7: Planar contact and point contact.

upon the relative orientation of the object and the manipulator surface:
Planar contact and point contact. The contact models are independent of
the friction models. For each contact model, either static friction or sliding
friction may apply.

3.3.1 Planar Contact

Planar contact is used if the object lies flat on the manipulator surface
(Figure 3.7). The distributed contact force that applies to the object is
substituted by the two forces FN and FR as described in Sections 3.2.1
and 3.2.2. Due to the fact that the distribution of the surface pressure is
not known, the point of application of the normal force FN is not known,
either. The unknown variable d (cf. Figure 3.4) is thus introduced to
describe the horizontal distance between the object’s center of gravity and
the point of application of the normal force.

3.3.2 Point Contact

Point contact is applicable if the object is inclined against the horizontal
plane (Figure 3.7). It is assumed that the inclined object has a shape that
results in only a single point of contact with the manipulator surface, as
is the case with a cylindrical object, for example. As a consequence, the
point of application of the contact force is known exactly. Therefore, there
is no need for a distributed force or a distance d in this case.

3.4 Motion of the Manipulator Surface

3.4.1 Horizontal Motion

The horizontal motion of any given point p
t0

of the manipulator surface
can be described by:

p
t
(t) = p

t0
+
[
ah cos(ωtt)
ah sin(ωtt)

]
(3.5)
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The amplitude ah is the radius of the horizontal circular motion that
can be seen in Figure 3.3(a). The circular frequency ωt determines the
duration T = 2π/ωt of one period of the oscillations.

In the subsequent calculations the translational velocity vt(t) and ac-
celeration at(t) of the manipulator surface are often needed. A simple
differentiation operation yields:

vt(t) =
[
−ahωt sin(ωtt)
ahωt cos(ωtt)

]
(3.6)

at(t) =
[
−ahωt2 cos(ωtt)
−ahωt2 sin(ωtt)

]
(3.7)

In analogy to this nomenclature, the position, velocity and acceleration
of the object’s center of gravity will be denoted by p

o
, vo and ao as from

Section 3.5.

3.4.2 Vertical Motion

Arbitrary Vertical Motion

In order to generate a varying normal force between the object and the
manipulator surface as described in Section 3.1, the manipulator surface
is oscillated vertically. The normal force and the vertical motion of the
manipulator surface are connected by:

FN (t) = m(g + z̈(t)) (3.8)

where z(t) is the vertical coordinate of the manipulator surface and m is
the mass of the object on the manipulator surface.

The downward acceleration should not exceed the gravitational accel-
eration to prevent the object from losing contact with the manipulator
surface:

z̈(t) ≥ −g (3.9)

The realization of the vertical oscillation becomes much simpler if it is
periodical. This leads to the second restriction:

z(t) = z(t+ T ) ∀t (3.10)
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Harmonic Vertical Oscillation

The use of a harmonic vertical oscillation of the manipulator surface allows
one to influence both the magnitude and the phase of the normal force,
just as needed according to Section 3.1. The vertical position, velocity and
acceleration of the manipulator surface is then given by:

z(t) = av cos(ωtt+ α) (3.11)
ż(t) = −avωt sin(ωtt+ α) (3.12)
z̈(t) = −avω2

t cos(ωtt+ α) (3.13)

The amplitude of the oscillation is denoted by av and its phase relative to
the horizontal motion by α.

Applying the harmonic vertical oscillation to Equation 3.8, the normal
force becomes:

FN (t) = m(g − avω2
t cos(ωtt+ α)) (3.14)

To satisfy condition 3.9 the amplitude of the vertical oscillation is lim-
ited by:

av <
g

ω2
t

(3.15)

3.5 Object Motion During Planar Contact

The object’s motion on the manipulator surface is determined by the fric-
tional force that applies to it. Other forces (e. g. air resistance) are very
small compared to the frictional force and are thus neglected. Considering
only friction, Newton’s law of motion reads:

mv̇o(t) = FR(t) (3.16)

To substitute the correct formula for FR(t), the type of friction that is
applicable needs to be known.

3.5.1 Friction Type

Static Friction

For static friction to be applicable, the relative velocity of the two bodies
in contact needs to be zero. This is the case if the object’s motion equals
the motion of the manipulator surface (Equations 3.5–3.7). According to
Equation 3.7, a centripetal acceleration of ahω2

t is required for the object
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to move on the same circular trajectory as the manipulator surface. Con-
sidering the object’s mass m, a centripetal force mahω2

t is needed. Friction
is the only phenomenon that can provide this force. The centripetal force
thus needs to stay within the limits of static friction that are given by the
stiction force FS = µ0 |FN |. Consequently, static friction is permanently
applicable if:

mahω
2
t ≤ µ0FN (t) ∀t (3.17)

This is obviously the case if:

mahω
2
t ≤ µ0 min(FN (t)) = µ0FNmin (3.18)

Sliding Friction

To investigate the applicability of sliding friction, a situation with an object
that is already sliding is considered. According to Equation 3.4, the sliding
frictional force is given by:

FR(t) = µFN (t) (3.19)

As long as the velocities of the object and the manipulator surface are
different, sliding friction will continue to apply. For static friction to be
applicable again, the velocities of the two bodies would have to become
equal. If their velocities were equal, their accelerations would also be equal.
Due to the circular motion of the manipulator surface, the acceleration of
the manipulator surface is ahω2

t (Equation 3.7). For the object to have
the same acceleration, a centripetal force of mahω2

t would have to act on
it. The only force that could provide this centripetal acceleration is the
frictional force FR(t) = µFN (t).

So if the object slides and the required centripetal force is not equal to
the frictional force (mahω2

t 6= µFN (t)), the object will continue to slide2.
Especially in the case:

mahω
2
t > µFN (t) ∀t (3.20)

the frictional force FN (t) never becomes large enough to make the object’s
trajectory equal to the manipulator surface’s trajectory.

The above equation can be rewritten as:

mahω
2
t > µmax(FN (t)) = µFNmax (3.21)

If the object is already sliding, this is a sufficient condition for sliding
friction to be permanently applicable.

2Even if they were equal, the object would generally continue to slide because their
directions would not be equal.
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Summary

The combination of the Inequalities 3.18 and 3.21 yields:

mahω
2
t

{
≤ µ0FNmin Static friction is permanently applicable
> µFNmax Sliding friction is permanently applicable (3.22)

Since the transportation principle described in this thesis is based on
sliding friction, it is assumed throughout the rest of this thesis that the
motion of the manipulator surface is chosen such that sliding friction ap-
plies all times (second case of Inequality 3.22 is satisfied).

In the special case with no vertical motion (which will be used in Section
7.1), the normal force is equal to FN = mg at all times. This causes the
conditions 3.22 to turn into:

ahω
2
t

g

{
≤ µ0 Static friction is permanently applicable
> µ Sliding friction is permanently applicable (3.23)

Note that there are some parameter value pairs ah and ωt for which
both static friction and sliding friction may apply. This is because the
coefficient of static friction µ0 is larger than the coefficient of sliding friction
µ. In these cases, the initial conditions determine which type of friction is
applicable.

3.5.2 Differential Equation

Due to the fact that sliding friction is applicable (see above), FR in Equa-
tion 3.16 can be substituted using the Coulomb friction model (Equation
3.4):

mv̇o(t) = µFN (t)
vr(t)
|vr(t)|

(3.24)

The relative velocity vr can be expressed in terms of the known velocity
of the manipulator surface and the unknown velocity of the object:

vr(t) = vt(t)− vo(t) (3.25)

This leads to the differential equation for the velocity vo of the object:

v̇o(t) =
µFN (t)
m

vt(t)− vo(t)
|vt(t)− vo(t)|

(3.26)

Keep in mind that this differential equation is valid only for oscillation
parameters leading to permanent sliding friction.
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Harmonic Vertical Oscillation

Using Equations 3.14 and 3.6, the normal force FN (t) and the velocity vt(t)
in Equation 3.26 can be replaced by expressions containing the parameters
of the vertical oscillation. This leads to the differential equation for the
object’s velocity vo in the case of a harmonic vertical oscillation:

v̇o(t) = µ(g − avω2
t cos(ωtt+ α))

[
−ahωt sin(ωtt)
ahωt cos(ωtt)

]
− vo(t)∣∣∣∣[−ahωt sin(ωtt)

ahωt cos(ωtt)

]
− vo(t)

∣∣∣∣ (3.27)

As with Equation 3.26, this differential equation is only valid for oscillation
parameters that lead to permanent sliding friction between the object and
the manipulator surface.

Obviously, an object’s trajectory is independent of its mass m. Only
the coefficient of sliding friction µ, the gravitational acceleration g and the
motion of the manipulator surface (described by its oscillation parameters
ah, α, av and ωt) have an influence on the object’s horizontal motion.

3.5.3 Solution of the Differential Equation

Special Case: Constant Normal Force

In the special case of a constant normal force FN = mg (i. e. without
vertical motion of the manipulator surface, av = 0) the differential equation
becomes:

v̇o = µg
vr(t)
|vr(t)|

(3.28)

and has the steady-state solution:

vo(t) =
[
−aoωt sin(ωtt+ γ)
aoωt cos(ωtt+ γ)

]
(3.29)

ao =
µg

ω2
t

(3.30)

γ = − arccos
(
ao
ah

)
(3.31)

This means that the object performs the same type of motion as the ma-
nipulator surface (a translation along a circular path), but with a different
radius ao and a phase shift γ relative to the surface’s motion.
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One can see from Equation 3.30 that small coefficients of sliding friction
µ and large values of the oscillation frequency ωt cause the radius of the
object’s motion to be small.

It can be shown that the radius ao of the object’s circular motion is
smaller than the radius ah of the manipulator surface’s circular motion.
To start with, the inequality:

µ0g

ω2
t

>
µg

ω2
t

(3.32)

is considered. It is true because the coefficient of static friction µ0 is larger
than the coefficient of sliding friction µ regardless of the material pair that
is being considered.

Using Equation 3.30, the right hand side can be written as ao:

µ0g

ω2
t

> ao (3.33)

The condition ahω
2
t /g ≤ µ0 is necessary for permanent static friction

to be applicable (Equation 3.23). If ah and ωt are chosen large enough
such that static friction cannot apply permanently, the inequality:

ahω
2
t

g
> µ0 (3.34)

is, therefore, true. Solved for ah, it yields:

ah >
µ0g

ω2
t

(3.35)

Combining Equations 3.33 and 3.35 results in:

ah >
µ0g

ω2
t

> ao (3.36)

It is thus evident that the radius ao of the object’s circular motion is
smaller than the radius ah of the manipulator surface’s circular motion,
given that µ0 > µ and that the parameters ah, ωt are chosen in such a
manner that static friction cannot apply permanently (ahω2

t /g > µ0).
The fact that the radius ao of the object’s circular motion is very small

can also be observed in Figure 3.1.
The object’s velocity vo(t) can be transformed to an expression for its

position by integration:

p
o
(t) =

[
ao cos(ωtt+ γ) + cx
ao sin(ωtt+ γ) + cy

]
(3.37)
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The oscillating terms can be neglected if ao is small in comparison to the
range of values that the integration constants cx and cy can take.

Therefore, with no vertical motion of the manipulator surface, it was
confirmed that the temporal average of the object’s position remains con-
stant and the object stays approximately at its current location.

General Numerical Solution

To investigate the object’s trajectory when general parameter values are
chosen, a Simulink model representing differential equation 3.27 was cre-
ated. Figure 3.8 shows three numerical solutions of the differential equa-
tion. In all three cases, the object was initially at rest and the oscil-
lation parameters were constant throughout the whole simulation time
(ah = 2.7 mm, α = 270◦, av = g/ω2

t , ωt = 25 · 2π rad/s). The only
difference between the three plots is the coefficient of sliding friction µ.

3.5.4 Discussion of the Solution

The discussion of the plots in Figure 3.8 requires the term average object
velocity. It is defined as the average of the object’s velocity during one
cycle of the manipulator surface’s oscillation:

v̄o(t) =
∫ t+T

2

t−T2
vo(τ)dτ (3.38)

The average object velocity is indicated by a dashed line in Figure 3.8.
Each plot shows a transient phase at the beginning of the simulation.

During this phase, the average object velocity increases and the object
velocity is not periodical. As time goes by, the average object velocity
increases more and more slowly and approaches a stationary value of ap-
proximately 0.3 m/s (actual numerical value dependent on the values of
ah, av and ωt). This means that, after some time, the object reaches a
steady-state phase. It is characterized by a constant value of the average
object velocity. Its value is denoted by v̄?o which can be calculated by:

v̄?o = lim
t→∞

v̄o(t) (3.39)

The object velocity itself is periodical with period T during the steady-
state phase.

If objects are placed on the manipulator surface with different initial
conditions (e. g. with a non-zero initial velocity; not shown in the figure),
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Figure 3.8: Numerical solution of the differential equation 3.27 for vo and
related averages, calculated numerically for different values of the coeffi-
cient of sliding friction µ (—— transport velocity vo(t), – – – average trans-
port velocity v̄o(t), ◦ average steady state transport velocity v̄?o).

the transient phase of the object’s velocity looks different. However, the
steady state that the object reaches after some time is always the same
regardless of the initial conditions.

The three plots in Figure 3.8 show that the average object velocity in
the steady state v̄?o is also independent of the coefficient of sliding friction.
The value of µ has an impact on the length of the transient phase. Higher
values of µ lead to higher accelerations acting upon the object and result
in a shorter duration of the initial transient phase. Another effect of the
coefficient of friction is the deviation of the object’s velocity vo(t) from its
average velocity v̄o(t). With little friction (low value of µ), the course of
the object’s velocity differs only slightly from the average object velocity.
More friction causes these differences to increase.
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Average Object Velocity in the Steady State

The fact that an object eventually attains the average steady-state object
velocity v̄?o regardless of its initial conditions is particularly interesting for
open loop applications. The effect of the oscillation parameters on v̄?o was
thus investigated using the Simulink model mentioned above.

Determination of v̄?o The average object velocity in the steady state
was determined as follows: The initial velocity of the object was set to zero.
Then, the simulation was started with the given oscillation parameters.
Once the object’s velocity satisfied the condition |vo(t) − vo(t − T )| <
0.1 mm/s, it was assumed that the transient part had faded sufficiently.
An approximation for the average object velocity in the steady state v̄?o
was then calculated from the ten oscillation periods that followed.

Discussion The starting point of the oscillation parameter analysis is the
reference parameter set3 ah = 2.7 mm, α = 270◦, av = g/ω2 = 0.4 mm,
ωt = 25 · 2π rad/s and µ = 0.6. Figure 3.9 shows the magnitude and the
direction of the average object velocity in the steady state v̄?o as one of the
four oscillation parameters is changed. The object velocity caused by the
reference parameter set is indicated by a small circle in the plot. As it was
shown in the preceding paragraphs that a change of µ has no effect on the
object’s velocity in the steady state, there is no plot for µ in Figure 3.9.

The top left plots of Figure 3.9 show the effect of the horizontal oscil-
lation amplitude ah. The minimum value of ah = 0.47 mm is the lowest
value that still guarantees permanent sliding friction (cf. Inequality 3.22).
The horizontal amplitude is linearly connected to the magnitude of v̄?o. If
ah takes small values, the direction of v̄?o is also somewhat influenced.

A change of the oscillation frequency ωt (top right plots) has the same
effects as a change of the horizontal amplitude. The magnitude of v̄?o
changes linearly, the direction of the velocity is unaffected except for small
values of ωt. The lower limit ωt = 10.5 · 2π rad/s is again given by the
sliding friction condition 3.22.

The vertical oscillation amplitude av only has an effect on the magni-
tude of the velocity v̄?o and leaves the direction unchanged (bottom left
plots). The connection between av and the magnitude of v̄?o is almost lin-
ear. The amplitude av is limited to the right by the maximum value of
g/ω2

t = 0.4 mm. This is the largest value that still guarantees that the

3The choice of these values will be justified in Section 6.2.1.
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Figure 3.9: Both the magnitude and the direction of an object’s average
velocity in the steady state v̄?o are influenced by the oscillation parame-
ters of the manipulator surface. The circles represent the object veloc-
ity resulting from the oscillation parameters ah = 2.7 mm, α = 270◦,
av = g/ω2 = 0.4 mm, ωt = 25 · 2π rad/s (reference set) and µ = 0.6. The
lines indicate the changes in the velocity if a single parameter of this refer-
ence set is altered. The horizontal oscillation amplitude ah and the oscilla-
tion frequency ωt affect both the magnitude and the direction. The vertical
amplitude av influences the magnitude only, the phase shift α changes the
direction only.

object is constantly in contact with the manipulator surface (cf. Inequal-
ity 3.15)

The fourth parameter, the phase shift angle α, only has an effect on
the direction of v̄?o. In fact, the connection between α and the direction of
v̄?o is linear. The magnitude of v̄?o is totally independent of α.
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Figure 3.10: Components of the manipulator surface’s velocity relative to
the object. The assumed case where the object’s velocity vo(t) is larger than
the manipulator surface’s velocity vt is shown.

Remarks In the practical implementation, the two parameters ah and
ωt are held at a constant value. Only the parameters av and α are used
to influence the magnitude and the direction of the average steady-state
object velocity v̄?o.

Several additional factors restrict the useful values of the manipulator
surface’s oscillation parameters. These restrictions are discussed in Section
6.2.1 and they were not taken into consideration in this chapter.

Upper Bound of the Object’s Velocity

The magnitude of the manipulator surface’s velocity is given by the prod-
uct of the horizontal amplitude and the oscillation frequency vt = ahωt
(cf. Equation 3.6). It can be shown that the object’s average velocity in
the steady state v̄?o cannot exceed the manipulator surface’s velocity vt.

In order to do so, it is first assumed that the magnitude of the ob-
ject’s velocity vo(t) is larger than vt. The subsequent considerations will
show that this state cannot exist permanently. According to the Coulomb
friction model (Equation 3.4), the direction of the frictional force is de-
termined by the velocity vr(t) of the manipulator surface relative to the
object. Figure 3.10 illustrates the calculation of the relative velocity. The
manipulator surface’s horizontal motion (Equation 3.6) causes its velocity
vt(t) to attain every possible direction once a period. This is represented
by the dashed circle that indicates the possible tip positions of the vector
vt(t). The relative velocity vr(t) is divided into a component vr‖(t) that
is parallel and a component vr⊥(t) that is perpendicular to the object’s
velocity vo(t). If vo(t) is larger than vt, the component vr‖(t) is opposite
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Figure 3.11: Values of λv = v̄?o/vt for different parameters ah and ωt.

to the object’s velocity vo(t) regardless of the direction of the surface’s
velocity vt(t).

This causes the frictional force FR(t) to have a component that is
antiparallel to the direction of the object’s motion as well. According
to Newton’s law, this leads to the deceleration of the object. An object
moving at a speed greater than the manipulator surface’s velocity vt will,
therefore, be decelerated. The transportation principle will thus slow an
object down if its velocity exceeds the manipulator surface’s velocity.

Even if the object’s velocity is exactly equal to the manipulator sur-
face’s velocity, a slowing frictional force applies to the object because the
average frictional force points opposite to the object’s velocity. This causes
the average velocity of the object in the steady state v̄?o to be smaller than
the velocity of the manipulator surface vt.

To find out how much smaller v̄?o is compared to vt, the quotient:

λv =
v̄?o
vt

=
v̄?o
ahωt

(3.40)

was calculated for different parameter values. The upper limit av = g/ω2
t

was chosen for the vertical oscillation parameter av in order to produce
the largest possible velocity. The value of α does not matter because the
magnitude of v̄?o is independent of α. Thus, only the influence of the
parameters ah and ωt had to be analyzed.

Figure 3.11 shows the values of λv that result from the simulation. The
white areas represent pairs of ah and ωt that do not lead to permanent
sliding friction, making it impossible to find v̄?o using differential equation
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3.27. In the gray areas, the value of λv is indicated by the shade of gray.
For most pairs of ah and ωt, λv takes a value above 0.7. If either ah or ωt
is very small, λv is slightly smaller (between 0.6 and 0.7). The absolute
maximum value of λv that was found is λv = 0.72.

If the largest achievable object velocity needs to be determined from
the oscillation parameters, the formula:

max(|v̄?o|) ≈ (0.70 . . . 0.72) ahωt (3.41)

is thus a good approximation for most oscillation parameters.

3.6 Object Motion During Point Contact

The planar contact of the manipulator surface and the object to be moved
causes the normal force and the frictional force to become distributed
forces. In the preceding section, they were reduced to point forces with an
unknown point of attack (cf. Figure 3.4). Due to the statistical properties
of the two surfaces, the exact point of contact can not be predetermined by
design. Only in the limiting case where the point of contact is shifted to the
edge of the object and a tilting motion is induced does the model become
well-defined again. Indeed, in the course of the experiments, this form
of contact between the object and the manipulator surface was observed.
Figure 3.12 shows a still image sequence of a cylindrical object during this
type of motion. The interaction between the moving manipulator surface
and the tilted object causes the cylinder to roll off on its bottom edge,
much like a spinning coin shortly before comes to rest.

3.6.1 Mathematical Description of the Inclined Ob-
ject’s Motion

Four main components are needed for the description of the object’s mo-
tion:

• Kinematics are used to describe the object’s position and orientation
in the three-dimensional space.

• Kinematic constraints impose restrictions on the object’s motion.

• Kinetics provide the connection between the object’s position/orien-
tation and the forces/moments acting on it.

• Initial conditions are needed to select one particular object motion
from the multitude of solutions described by the kinetics and the
constrained kinematics.
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1 2 3

4 5 6 7

Figure 3.12: Sequence of images showing the motion of a cylindrical object
that is in point contact with the manipulator surface. Each still image
shows the simultaneous views of two video cameras. One of them is exactly
level with the manipulator surface (left), the other one shows an inclined
view from above (right).

Kinematics

Two coordinate systems are introduced to describe the position and orien-
tation of the object (see Figure 3.13). The first one is the world coordinate
system W, which is the inertial reference frame. Its origin and axes are
denoted by O, x, y and z. The second one is the coordinate system O that
is attached to the object. Its origin C is at the object’s center of gravity
and its axes ξ, η and ζ coincide with the main axes of inertia.

The relative position of the coordinate systems can be expressed by
homogeneous transformation matrices [Stö93, Hil95].

The position of the object is described by the coordinates xC(t), yC(t)
and zC(t) of its center of gravity. Cardanic angles are used to specify the
object’s orientation. The two angles θ(t) and ψ(t) describe the object’s
inclination with respect to the vertical. The angle φ(t) is the rotation
angle about the body’s ζ axis.

The transformation from the object’s coordinate system O to the world
coordinate systemW can then be expressed by the homogeneous transfor-
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Figure 3.13: The three cardanic angles θ, ψ and φ describe the orientation
of the object’s coordinate system O relative to the world coordinate system
W. Its position is given by the lengths xC , yC and zC . The two rectangular
frames illustrate the definition of the angles θ and ψ and are not present
in reality.

mation matrix (cf. [Hil95]):

W
OT =


cθcφ + sθsφsψ −cθsφ + cφsθsψ cψsθ xC

cψsφ cφcψ −sψ yC
−cφsθ + cθsφsψ sθsφ + cθcφsψ cθcψ zC

0 0 0 1

 (3.42)

sφ = sin(φ(t)) cφ = cos(φ(t))
sψ = sin(ψ(t)) cψ = cos(ψ(t))
sθ = sin(θ(t)) cθ = cos(θ(t))

Kinematic Constraints

For static friction to apply between the object and the manipulator surface,
two conditions need to be satisfied:

• The two bodies have to be in contact with each other.

• The relative velocity of the two points in contact needs to be zero.
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The second condition is satisfied if the velocity of the object’s contact point
P and the velocity of the manipulator surface are equal.

Point of Contact The point of contact between the object and the
manipulator surface plays an important role for both of the above condi-
tions. The position vector of the object’s point that is in contact with the
manipulator surface is thus determined.

It is assumed that the cylindrical object has a radius r and that the
distance between its bottom surface and the center of gravity is hC (cf.
Figure 3.14). The point P is on the lower peripheral edge of the cylindrical
object and the homogeneous coordinates of that edge (expressed in the
object’s coordinate system O) are:

OrP =


r cos(β)
r sin(β)
−hC

1

 (3.43)

The value of β that corresponds to the point P is called βP . To relate its
value to the body coordinates, OrP is transformed into the world coordi-
nate system W:
WrP =W

OT
OrP (3.44)

=


rcβ(cθcφ+sθsφsψ)+rsβ(−cθsφ+cφsθsψ)−hCcψsθ+xC

rcβcψsφ + rsβcφcψ + hCsψ + yC
rcβ(−cφsθ+cθsφsψ)+rsβ(sθsφ+cθcφsψ)−hCcθcψ+zC

1

 (3.45)

The point of contact is, of course, at the very bottom of the object. The for-
mula for βP is thus determined by finding the minimum of the z-coordinate
of WrP .

The minimum of the z-coordinate of WrP is, of course, an extremum
and thus satisfies:

d
dβ

WzP = 0 (3.46)

According to the z-coordinate of Equation 3.45, this yields:

c1r cos(β)− c2r sin(β) = 0 (3.47)

with the abbreviations:

c1 = W
Ot32 = sθsφ + cθcφsψ (3.48)

c2 = W
Ot31 = −cφsθ + cθsφsψ (3.49)
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This equation may also be written in the form:

tan(β) =
c1
c2

(3.50)

The two extrema, which are 180◦ apart, are given by:

β = kπ + arctan2
(
c1
c2

)
(k ∈ {0, 1}) (3.51)

Substituting these values of β into Equation 3.45 reveals that k = 0 cor-
responds to the maximum and k = 1 to the minimum. The object’s point
of contact is therefore described by:

βP = π + arctan2
(
c1
c2

)
(3.52)

As the sine and the cosine of βP appear quite frequently, they are given
here as well:

sin(βP ) = − c1
sν

(3.53)

cos(βP ) = − c2
sν

(3.54)

sν =
√
c21 + c22 =

√
1− c2θc2ψ (3.55)

The abbreviation sν has a geometric interpretation. A comparison
between the rotation matrices of cardanic angles and Euler angles shows
that the tilt angle ν between the object’s ζ axis and the vertical axis
(Figure 3.13) and the cardanic angles are connected by:

cν = cos(ν) = cos(θ) cos(ψ) = cθcψ (3.56)

By substituting Equation 3.56 into Equation 3.55 it becomes obvious that:

sν =
√

1− c2ν = sin(ν) (3.57)

is the sine of the object’s tilt angle ν.

First Kinematic Constraint The position vector WrP leads to the
mathematical representation of the first constraint. For the two bodies to
be in contact, the z-coordinates of WrP and the manipulator surface have
to be equal:

zC − r
√

1− c2θc2ψ − hCcθcψ = av cos(ωtt+ α) (3.58)
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Second Kinematic Constraint For the second constraint, an expres-
sion for the velocity of the object’s point P is required. It is obtained by
differentiating the position vector of the object’s point P :

W ṙP =
(

dWrP
dt

)∣∣∣∣
β=βP

(3.59)

It is important here to substitute β = βP after the differentiation in order
to receive the velocity of the object’s material point that coincides with
the contact point at that given moment.

The calculation of the object’s velocity in P (Equation 3.59) from Equa-
tion 3.45 leads to a lengthy expression. It is written in matrix notation to
make it fit on the page:

W ṙP =

 ẋC(t)
ẏC(t)
żC(t)

+A(θ, ψ, φ)

 θ̇(t)ψ̇(t)
φ̇(t)

 (3.60)

The elements of the 3×3 matrix A(θ, ψ, φ) are:

a11 = r
4sν

(−3 + 3c2θc
2
ψ − c2ψs2

θ − s2
ψ)− hCcθcψ (3.61)

a12 = − r
sν
sθcθsψcψ + hCsθsψ (3.62)

a13 = r
sν
sψ (3.63)

a21 = 0 (3.64)
a22 = r

sν
cθs

2
ψ + hCcψ (3.65)

a23 = r
sν
sθcψ (3.66)

a31 = − r
sν
cθc

2
ψsθ + hCsθcψ (3.67)

a32 = − r
sν
c2θsψcψ + hCcθsψ (3.68)

a33 = 0 (3.69)

The comparison of the object’s velocity in P and the manipulator sur-
face’s velocity (Equations 3.6 and 3.12) yields the mathematical represen-
tation of the second kinematic constraint: ẋC(t)

ẏC(t)
żC(t)

+A(θ, ψ, φ)

 θ̇(t)ψ̇(t)
φ̇(t)

 =

 −ahωt sin(ωtt)
ahωt cos(ωtt)

−avωt sin(ωtt+ α)

 (3.70)

The z component of Equation 3.70 (velocity constraint) and Equa-
tion 3.58 (position constraint) are mathematically not independent be-
cause they are connected by the differentiation operation. If the object’s
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Figure 3.14: The forces that are relevant for the object’s motion are its
weight force and the contact force.

motion complies with the velocity constraint 3.70, the position constraint
3.58 will automatically be satisfied if the initial conditions of the object’s
position complied with the position constraint 3.58.

In fact, Equation 3.70 represents a non-holonomic constraint [Ham65].
This type of constraint often appears in problems involving bodies that
are supposed to roll and not to slide.

Kinetics

So far, the parameters that describe the position of the object in space
were established and the restrictions that apply to the parameters were
given. The link between the object’s motion and the forces that act upon
it is still missing, however.

This link is provided by the momentum equations and the angular
momentum equations. Figure 3.14 shows the forces that act upon the
object. The object’s weight force applies at its center of gravity. The
force F applying at the point of contact P can be separated into two
components. The first component is the normal force FN (t) and points
perpendicular to the manipulator surface. The second component is the
frictional force FR(t) and is parallel to the manipulator surface.

The momentum equations are:

mẍC = FRx (3.71)
mÿC = FRy (3.72)
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mz̈C = FN −mg (3.73)

The angular momentum equations are expressed in the form of Eu-
ler’s equations of motion. Consequently, all the vectors that appear are
expressed in components of the moving coordinate system O:

Jξω̇ξ + (Jζ − Jη)ωηωζ = MCξ (3.74)
Jηω̇η + (Jξ − Jζ)ωζωξ = MCη (3.75)
Jζ ω̇ζ + (Jη − Jξ)ωξωη = MCζ (3.76)

The Moment OMC of the force F about the object’s center of gravity
C is:

OMC =

MCξ

MCη

MCζ

 = OF × OrP =

 O
WTR

FRxFRy
FRz

×
 r cos(βP )
r sin(βP )
−h

(3.77)

The 3 × 3 matrix O
WTR denotes the rotational part of the transformation

matrix O
WT = W

OT
−1. The evaluation of Equation 3.77 and its substitution

into Equations 3.74–3.76 yields: Jξω̇ξ + (Jζ − Jη)ωηωζ
Jηω̇η + (Jξ − Jζ)ωζωξ
Jζ ω̇ζ + (Jη − Jξ)ωξωη

 = B(θ, ψ, φ)

FRxFRy
FN

 (3.78)

with the elements of the 3× 3 matrix B(θ, ψ, φ) being:

b11 = r
sν

(cψs2
θsφ + cθcφcψsθsψ) + h(cθsφ − cφsθsψ) (3.79)

b12 = r
sν

(−sθsφsψ − cθcφs2
ψ)− hcφcψ (3.80)

b13 = r
sν

(cθcψsθsφ + c2θcφcψsψ) + h(−sθsφ − cθcφsψ) (3.81)

b21 = r
sν

(cφcψs2
θ − cθcψsθsφsψ) + h(cθcφ + sθsφsψ) (3.82)

b22 = r
sν

(−cφsθsψ + cθsφs
2
ψ) + hcψsφ (3.83)

b23 = r
sν

(cθcφcψsθ − c2θcψsφsψ) + h(−cφsθ + cθsφsψ) (3.84)
b31 = − r

sν
sψ (3.85)

b32 = − r
sν
cψsθ (3.86)

b33 = 0 (3.87)

On the left hand side of Equation 3.78, the rotational velocities and
accelerations still need to be expressed by the angles θ, ψ, φ and their
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derivatives. The appropriate formulae are: ωξωη
ωζ

 =

 cψsφ cφ 0
cφcψ −sφ 0
−sψ 0 1

 θ̇ψ̇
φ̇

 = C(θ, ψ, φ)

 θ̇ψ̇
φ̇

 (3.88)

and:  ω̇ξω̇η
ω̇ζ

 = C(θ, ψ, φ)

 θ̈ψ̈
φ̈

+D(θ, ψ, φ)

 θ̇ψ̇θ̇φ̇
ψ̇φ̇

 (3.89)

D(θ, ψ, φ) =

 −sφsψ cφcψ −sφ
−cφsψ −cψsφ −cφ
−cψ 0 0

 (3.90)

The resulting expression is the angular momentum equation with no un-
knowns other than the previously used ones (θ, ψ, φ, FRx, FRy and FN ):

J(C(θ, ψ, φ)

 θ̈ψ̈
φ̈

+D(θ, ψ, φ)

 θ̇ψ̇θ̇φ̇
ψ̇φ̇

) +

(C(θ, ψ, φ)

 θ̇ψ̇
φ̇

)× (J C(θ, ψ, φ)

 θ̇ψ̇
φ̇

) = B(θ, ψ, φ)

FRxFRy
FN

 (3.91)

J = diag(Jξ, Jη, Jζ) (3.92)

Solution of the Differential Equations

The kinematic constraint 3.70, the momentum Equations 3.71–3.73 and
the angular momentum Equations 3.91 form a system of nine nonlinear,
inhomogeneous, second order differential equations for the nine unknowns
xC(t), yC(t), zC(t), θ(t), ψ(t), φ(t), FRx(t), FRy(t) and FN (t).

With two steps, this system can be transformed into a system of three
nonlinear, inhomogeneous differential equations of order two. In the first
step, the forces are eliminated by solving the momentum Equations 3.71–
3.73 for the forces and substituting them into the angular momentum
Equation 3.91. In the second step, the kinematic constraint is differenti-
ated and the expressions for ẍC , ÿC and z̈C are also substituted into the
angular momentum Equation 3.91. The resulting system of three differen-
tial equations only contains the unknowns θ(t), ψ(t) and φ(t).
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This system of differential equations is by far too complicated to be
solved by hand. Even with computer algebra programs, it is very awkward
to handle because of the size of the expressions and the calculation time
needed for manipulations. The system of differential equations described
above takes nine pages of A4 paper in Mathematica notation. If the system
is brought to the standard form [θ̈ ψ̈ φ̈]T = f(θ̇, ψ̇, φ̇, θ, ψ, φ), writing
it down takes 27 pages. The solution, if it can be expressed analytically,
is thus expected to be very long and complicated. Its use would be very
limited.

A better way of dealing with these differential equations is to find their
solution numerically instead of analytically. A Matlab/Simulink model was
created that implements the behavior that is described by the Equations
3.70, 3.71–3.73 and 3.91. Starting from initial conditions for the nine
unknown parameters, it calculates the course of the parameters during a
predefined time interval.

3.6.2 Simulation Results

Initial Conditions

The initial conditions for the numerical solutions were chosen as follows:
The object was given an initial tilt angle, defined by θ0 and ψ0. The initial
value of the rotation angle φ0 does not matter because the cylindrical
object is rotationally symmetrical. It was, hence, initially set to zero.
Besides these angles, the initial values of their change rates θ̇0, ψ̇0 and φ̇0

are needed.
The initial horizontal position of the object’s center of gravity can also

take an arbitrary value since all points of the manipulator surface are
equivalent. They both were also initially set to zero. The initial vertical
coordinate of the object’s center of gravity is given by Equation 3.58 and
guarantees that the object’s lowest point is at the same height as the
manipulator surface. The vertical oscillation of the manipulator surface
was set to zero because, in reality, the tilting motion of the object was
observed when the manipulator surface oscillated only horizontally.

Typical Object Motion

Figure 3.15 shows one particular solution of the equations of motion. The
initial conditions are set to θ0 = −15◦, ψ0 = 0 and a tilt rate of θ̇0 = 0,
ψ̇0 = 100◦/s. The initial rotation φ̇0 of the object about its ζ axis is set to
−2.5 rev./s (the minus sign indicating a clockwise direction). The object’s
weight force causes the tilt angle to decrease, but its initial motion (ψ̇0)
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Figure 3.15: Sequence of images showing the simulated motion of a tilted
object. The object’s tilt angle changes periodically with a frequency that
differs from the manipulator surface’s oscillation frequency. The plot of
the tilt angle ν(t) reveals that the tilting frequency is 10.64 Hz when the
parameters ωt = 25 Hz, ah = 2.7 mm, av = 0, r = 12.5 mm, hC = 15 mm,
m = 39.8 g and the initial conditions θ0 = −15◦, ψ0 = 0, φ0 = 0, θ̇0 = 0,
ψ̇0 = 100◦/s, φ̇0 = −2.5 rev./s are used for the simulation.

and the motion of the manipulator surface prevent the object from coming
to a completely upright position. Rather, the point of contact (indicated
by a small circle in the still images) moves along the lower edge of the
object, the tilt angle ν decreases and, after having reached a minimum, it
increases again. The course of the tilt angle ν shows that this sequence
is repeated periodically. The frequency of the tilt angle change (10.64 Hz)
differs from the manipulator surface’s frequency. The higher the maximum
tilt angle, the lower its frequency becomes.

Influence of Initial Condition Changes

If the initial conditions are changed, the object motion resulting from dif-
ferential equation 3.91 also changes. The effect of changing a single com-
ponent of the initial conditions on the resulting object motion is discussed
in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3.16: Effect of different initial rotational velocities φ̇0 on the object’s
motion. The simulation parameters are the same as in Figure 3.15.

Initial Rotational Velocity Figure 3.16 shows the course of the rota-
tional velocity φ̇ that results from different initial values between −5 rev./s
and +5 rev./s. The object’s rotational velocity φ̇ changes only slightly dur-
ing the object’s motion. The maximum change of the rotational velocity
that occurs with these initial values is approximately 9% of the initial ro-
tational velocity4. Once an object rotates about its ζ axis, this rotational
velocity will not decay and is preserved.

The lower plot of Figure 3.16 reveals that higher absolute values of the
object’s rotational velocity φ̇ cause the frequency of the tilting motion to
increase.

Initial Tilt Angle The tilt angle ν is connected to the object’s orienta-
tion angles θ and ψ by Equation 3.56. A look at this equation shows that
there is an infinite number of (θ, ψ)-pairs that lead to the same value of ν.
Thus, there are many different ways to realize a specific initial tilt angle.

Figure 3.17 shows the course of the tilt angle ν for different initial
values ν0. On the left hand side, four different (θ0, ψ0)-pairs were chosen
that lead to an initial value of ν0 = 2◦. On the right hand side ν0 equals
5◦. In this simulation, the remaining initial conditions have the values

4For the initial rotational velocity φ̇0 = 0, the calculation of the relative deviation
leads to a division by zero. The maximum absolute deviation stays below 0.09 rev./s
in that case.
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Figure 3.17: The object’s tilt angle ν(t) for different initial orientations of
the object. Left hand side: ν0 = 2◦, right hand side: ν0 = 5◦.

θ̇0 = ψ̇0 = 50◦/s and φ̇0 = −2.5 rev./s.
The effects of the different initial poses are almost imperceptible: All

four plots on either side almost look the same. However, there is a phase
shift between the different poses that is caused by the non-zero initial
change rates θ̇0 and ψ̇0. The minimal values of the tilt angles are slightly
different. The frequency of the tilt angle’s change is not influenced no-
ticeably. It was already mentioned before that the cases with the higher
values of ν lead to a slower change (lower frequency) of the tilt angle.

Figure 3.18 shows that the influence of the initial pose on the rotational
velocity of the part is also small. With an initial tilt angle of 2◦, the largest
deviation of the rotational velocity φ̇ from its initial value is 1.2%, with
ν0 = 5◦ it is 3.2%.

Initial Tilt Angle Rate Figure 3.19 shows the course of the object’s
tilt angle ν for different initial change rates θ̇0 and ψ̇0 of the orientation
angles. On the left hand side, a value of 100◦/s is used, on the right hand
side 270◦/s. The object’s motion changes significantly depending on the
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Figure 3.18: The initial pose of the object has almost no effect on its
rotational velocity φ̇. Simulation results for different sets of (θ0, ψ0) pairs
resulting in ν0 = 2◦ and ν0 = 5◦ are shown.

set of initial values used. If no initial tilt angle change perpendicular to
the initial tilt angle is given (ψ̇0 = 0), the object almost falls back on
its bottom surface (indicated by tilt angle values ν close to zero). The
oscillation of the manipulator surface prevents this from happening, the
point of contact quickly moves along the object’s bottom edge to the other
side and the object tilts the other way.

However, if the initial tilt angle change has a component perpendicular
to the initial tilt angle (ψ̇0 6= 0), the object rolls off on its bottom edge
more smoothly (the point of contact moving more steadily) and does not
come as close to the upright position as before. Depending upon the initial
conditions, the tilt angle may even keep almost the same absolute value
and only its direction changes (θ̇0 = 0, ψ̇0 = −270◦/s).

As before, different initial conditions affect the object’s rotational ve-
locity only very slightly. The different initial tilt angle change rates shown
in the simulation results (Figure 3.20) cause the rotational velocity φ̇ to
deviate less than 3% from its initial value φ̇0 in all cases.

Conclusion

In the preceding paragraphs, the solution of the differential equations de-
scribing the object’s motion was shown for several initial conditions. The
solutions have in common that the object’s tilt angle increases and de-
creases periodically and that its rotational velocity remains almost con-
stant. The rotational velocity can be either positive or negative. The
object’s behavior is periodic and the tilting motion does not fade away by
itself.

If an object is in planar contact with the manipulator surface, it is pos-
sible that some disturbance causes the object to tilt a little. This might
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Figure 3.19: The initial change rates θ̇0 and ψ̇0 of the orientation angles
have an influence on the course of the tilt angle ν. In the top left example,
the object repeatedly comes very close to standing upright (ν = 0) whereas
in the bottom right example the object keeps the same tilt angle at all times.
Simulation parameters as in Figure 3.15; initial conditions: θ0 = 5◦, ψ0 =
0, φ̇0 = −2.5 rev./s.

happen because of a local difference in the coefficient of friction that causes
static friction to apply instead of the usual sliding friction or perhaps be-
cause of a small irregularity in the shape of the manipulator surface. Once
the object is tilted, it remains tilted as the numerical solutions above have
shown. In particular, this means that the object keeps the rotational ve-
locity that was initiated by the disturbance. As it is not possible to predict
the initial conditions that result from a disturbance, it is not possible to
predict the object’s angular orientation once it is tilted.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter the principle of operation was explained for a single object
on a manipulator surface of unlimited size. The impact of the manipulator
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Figure 3.20: The rotational velocity φ̇ of the object is not much affected by
the initial change rates θ̇0 and ψ̇0.

surface’s motion parameters on the object’s trajectory was illustrated.
A brief summary on static friction and sliding friction was provided.

The two contact models that apply depending on the object’s orientation
were introduced. The motion of the manipulator surface was described
mathematically.

The trajectory of an object was derived for the case that planar contact
is applicable. This includes an explanation of the restriction to sliding
friction, the deduction of a differential equation for the object’s velocity,
its solution and discussion. The average object velocity in the steady state
of the solution was derived and an approximative formula for the upper
bound of the object’s velocity was given.

For the case of point contact between the object and the manipula-
tor surface (i. e. if the object stands or rolls on the edge of its bottom
surface), a mathematical representation of the object’s position and ori-
entation was given (kinematics and kinematic constraints). The kinetics
then led to a differential equation for the object’s three-dimensional mo-
tion. The numerical solution of the differential equation was discussed for
several different initial conditions. The influence of the initial conditions
on different aspects of the object’s motion was analyzed.



Chapter 4

Open Loop Operation

Until now the behavior of a single object on a single manipulator surface
was described. Given a desired path of the object on the manipulator
surface, the oscillation parameters of the manipulator surface can be cal-
culated using the equations of Section 3.5.

According to the goals of this thesis, the simultaneous and independent
handling of multiple objects is required. Using the principle described
in the preceding chapter, this is not possible with only one manipulator
surface. Even though more than one object can be placed on it, their paths
will be congruent, thus not complying with the demand for independence.

By building a distributed manipulation setup out of many individual
manipulator surfaces the demand for independence can be satisfied. It is
necessary, however, that no more than one object touches a single manip-
ulator surface at any given time in order to ensure the independence of the
objects.

Besides that, the combination of several manipulator surfaces leads to
the ability of creating planar velocity vector fields. This can be used to
enhance the range of possible manipulations that the distributed manipu-
lation setup is capable of performing.

4.1 Interaction of Multiple Manipulators

A distributed manipulation setup is obtained by splitting the manipulator
surface into different adjacent zones which are referred to as “manipula-
tor surface elements.” If the actual mechanical setup allows one to set
the oscillation parameters for each element individually, the independent
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Figure 4.1: The subdivision of the manipulator surface into single elements
permits the movement of several objects along individual paths simultane-
ously and independently (right). With a single manipulator surface (left),
only congruent transportation paths would be possible.

handling of several objects can be realized. However, there are two main
problems that need to be avoided:

• The collision of adjacent surface elements because of their horizon-
tal motion must be prevented by either having a sufficient distance
between them or by synchronizing their motion.

• The support and actuation of the surface elements becomes compli-
cated if every surface element is allowed to have individual values
for all four parameters ah, av, ωt, α of the general motion that was
described in the previous chapter.

Figure 4.1 shows the general idea of splitting the manipulator surface.
In this example the single manipulator surface elements have a quadratic
shape. This does not need to be the case. In principle, the elements can
have any shape.

4.1.1 Actuation

Pursuing a simple mechanical setup, it is desirable to restrict the number
of individual motion parameters per element. It was shown in Section 3.5.4
that three motion parameters affect the magnitude of the object’s velocity
(ah, ωt, av) whereas only one (α) influences the direction of its velocity.

To achieve a simpler setup, it is desirable to control the magnitude of
the object’s velocity with one parameter only. The two other parameters
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Figure 4.2: Mechanical setup of the individual manipulator surface ele-
ments of the distributed manipulation device.

influencing the magnitude are favorably kept at a constant universal value
for all the manipulator surface elements. As the elements are arranged
side by side, the parameters affecting the horizontal motion are preferably
chosen to be the same for all surface elements. This avoids the collision
problems mentioned above. So this leads to a setup with all the elements
performing the same horizontal motion (one universal value of ah and ωt)
but individual vertical motions (individual values of av and α).

This results in a two-stage support mechanism for the mechanical setup
(Figure 4.2). The first stage is the common support (4) of all manipulator
surface elements. It performs the universal horizontal motion and can be
driven by a single central actuator (6) for all the elements. The individual
supports for the vertical motion of the individual surface elements (the
second stage) are then mounted on top of this common support. The
surface elements (2) need to be driven individually and require only one
actuator (3) each.

The need for only one actuator per surface element is a significant
advantage. Since distributed manipulation setups consist of a large number
of surface elements, the complexity of a single surface element needs to be
reduced as much as possible. Considering that most competing devices
require two or more actuators per surface element, the setup presented
here is considerably simpler. Even with this simple setup, full control of
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Figure 4.3: Two touching objects may always be in contact with the same
surface element regardless of the elements’ size (gray area in a, b and c).
Situations with more than one object on a single surface element can be
avoided by keeping the distance d between individual objects larger than the
largest dimension of the surface element lmax (d).

both the magnitude and the direction of the transportation velocity is still
possible.

4.1.2 Element Shape and Size

So far no assumptions concerning the shape and size of the manipulator
surface elements were made. For the distributed manipulator to be capable
of transporting the objects individually, this needs to be considered more
closely.

No matter how small the surface elements are and what shape they
have, it is always possible for two adjacent objects to touch the same sur-
face element at the same time (see Figure 4.3(a–c)). This is a fundamental
problem that can only be avoided if a certain minimum distance between
the individual objects is kept throughout the transportation process. Ac-
cording to Figure 4.3(d), the distance d between two objects has to be
larger than the largest dimension lmax of a single surface element. If this
condition is not met, the objects can be arranged in such a way that they
both touch the gray surface element and independent transportation can-
not be guaranteed. It is a responsibility of the path planner to ensure that
the objects never come closer than the minimum distance [Bul98, Hor00].

4.2 Vector Fields

With the unlimited manipulator surface of the previous chapter, the steady-
state velocity was independent of the object’s location on the surface. Us-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.4: Four useful vector fields: The uniform field (a) moves an object
linearly; the squeeze field (b) aligns it to a common edge of the surface
elements; the radial field (c) aligns it to a common corner of several surface
elements; the tangential field (d) rotates an object.

ing the subdivision of the surface into individual elements, the velocity can
be influenced locally, adding new capabilities to the distributed manipula-
tion device.

Since the steady-state velocity is still constant within a single surface
element, the velocity fields which can be created are spatially discrete.
Four basic fields that are commonly used are described in the following
subsections.

If the position of the objects on the manipulator surface is known, it
is possible to create local fields for every single object by applying the
appropriate field to the surfaces in the vicinity of the object.

4.2.1 Uniform Field

The uniform field is actually nothing new. It results from all the surface
elements moving with exactly the same motion parameters, making them
behave like a single, unlimited manipulator surface (Figure 4.4(a)). Even
though it can be useful, it does not add any new functionality to the device
and is mentioned for the sake of completeness only.

4.2.2 Squeeze Field

The squeeze field consists of two half planes, in each of which the steady-
state velocity is perpendicular to the squeeze line (Figure 4.4(b)). The
velocity vectors all point toward the squeeze line. So, no matter in which
half plane an object is placed, it will move toward the squeeze line.

Squeeze fields have been studied extensively and are known to have
an influence on the orientation of objects [BBDG00, BDKL00, BDM99,
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Kav97]. Properly applying a sequence of squeeze fields to an object can
orient it in a certain direction (modulo 180◦) even if its initial orientation
is not known (sensorless manipulation, [Gol93]).

4.2.3 Radial Field

The radial field is similar to the squeeze field except for the fact that there
is a center point instead of a squeeze line (Figure 4.4(c)). Whereas the
squeeze field can be used to control one translational degree of freedom of
an object only, both translational degrees of freedom are influenced by the
radial force field. It positions an object on the common corner of adjacent
surface elements.

This vector field can be used to have some control of the object’s posi-
tion without the need for a position sensor. If an object is known to be the
only one within the catchment area of the radial field, the object’s position
approaches the field’s center. The time that is needed for the object to
reach the center is determined by the magnitude of the velocity vectors
and can be calculated.

This can be exploited for “catching” an object that was moved with a
uniform field. If by some means the object’s path was disturbed during
that motion, its expected and its actual position do not match anymore.
If a radial field with a large enough catchment area is used at the object’s
destination, this position error can be reduced again. Of course, it is even
better to transport the object with the help of a radial field that has a
moving center point in order to prevent an offset of the object’s actual
position from its desired position from the very beginning.

4.2.4 Tangential Field

The tangential field is the counterpart of the radial field from the geomet-
rical point of view, its vectors being perpendicular to those of the radial
field. Its vectors are tangential to concentrical circles about the field’s cen-
ter point (Figure 4.4(d)). This field can be used to rotate an object lying
on the center of the field. To make sure that the object is at the correct
location, it is most often used in combination with a radial vector field.

4.2.5 Superposition of Vector Fields

Depending on the task that the distributed manipulation device has to ex-
ecute, a combination of the vector fields mentioned above can be useful. A
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Figure 4.5: Superposition of a uniform field and a moving squeeze field:
Objects in front of the moving squeeze line move slower, behind it they
move faster than the squeeze line. Eventually, all objects in this type of
field end up on the moving squeeze line.

combination of a squeeze field and a uniform field pointing in the direction
of the squeeze line can be used to align objects while they are moving.

Similarly, a combination of a uniform field and a moving squeeze field
having its squeeze line perpendicular to the uniform field can be used to
align objects in rows perpendicular to the direction of transportation. Of
course, the speed of the squeeze line’s motion has to be the same as the
velocity that results from the uniform field. The resulting field of the
superposition can be interpreted as a “traveling wave.” Objects that are
in front of the moving squeeze line move at a lower speed than the squeeze
line, objects behind the squeeze line move at a faster speed (Figure 4.5).
By this means all the objects will eventually be positioned on the moving
squeeze line.

Due to the discreteness of the fields, the squeeze line can only move in
discrete steps given by the position of the edges of the surface elements.

As mentioned above, the superposition of a uniform field and a moving
radial field can be used to improve control of an object’s position during
motion. To move an object along a desired path p

o
(t), a (time-varying)

uniform field providing a velocity of ṗ
o
(t) is needed. In addition to this, a

radial field with its center at p
o
(t) should eventually correct deviations of

the object’s actual position from its desired position.

If the extent of the individual vector fields is limited, several of them
can co-exist simultaneously. By this means, improved position control can
be achieved for multiple objects.
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4.3 Limitations

Without the use of sensors, there is no means of detecting whether an
object really is at its desired position or not, even if it should be there
because of the vector fields that were applied. Irregularities of the manip-
ulator surface, defective actuators or other causes may lead to unexpected
differences between the actual and the desired position. Only sensors can
help here.

The discreteness of the vector fields, given by the geometrical division
of the manipulator surface, is another limiting factor. Most importantly of
all, it limits the reconfiguration flexibility of the distributed manipulation
device. Since objects can only be aligned to edges of the surface elements,
a change in the desired alignment after the manipulation device is built
also requires mechanical changes. The device would be much more flexible
if only software changes were needed. With closed loop control, one can
avoid this limitation.

The next chapter provides a solution for both of these limitations.

4.4 Summary

By dividing the manipulator surface into individual adjacent surface ele-
ments, the simultaneous transportation of multiple objects along individ-
ual paths becomes possible. A mechanical setup that provides full control
of the object’s velocity vector was introduced. A main advantage of the
proposed mechanical setup is the need for only one actuator per surface
element. With all the elements having the same horizontal motion, the
object’s velocity is controlled by the individual amplitude and phase of
the elements’ vertical motion. A simple relation between the maximum
element size and the minimum object distance was shown.

The idea of the vector field on the segmented manipulator surface was
introduced. Four basic vector fields were presented and their main applica-
tion (object motion, one-dimensional position correction, two-dimensional
position correction, object rotation) discussed. The superposition of these
vector fields is useful in many cases.

Two main limitations were shown. One is the lack of reliable position
information, the other one is the limitation to transportation paths along
the edges of surface elements. These limitations can be resolved by using
a position sensor as described in the next chapter.
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Closed Loop Operation

It is well-known that open loop control is susceptible to inaccuracies of the
mathematical representation of the plant and to external disturbances.
The mathematical model of the vibratory conveyor never behaves exactly
as the real vibratory conveyor. Reality is just too complex to model it
completely. For open loop control to work perfectly, the oscillation param-
eter calculation (Figure 5.1) should be the exact mathematical inverse of
the real vibratory conveyor. In practice, it is calculated by inverting the
(inaccurate) mathematical model of the vibratory conveyor, causing it to
be imperfect. This alone causes the actual path in an open loop setup to
differ from the desired path. Due to unmodeled external disturbances (e. g.
additional frictional forces because of local variations of the coefficient of
friction) the actual path will differ even more from the desired path.

Closed loop control solves these problems by calculating the oscillation
parameters not directly from the desired path but from the deviation of the
actual path from the desired path (Figure 5.2). Thanks to the feedback,
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Figure 5.1: Imperfections of the mathematical model and external distur-
bances cause the actual path and the desired path to diverge in an open loop
setup.
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Figure 5.2: The feedback of the closed loop setup allows the correction of
deviations of the actual path from the desired path.

deviations will fade in time even if the mathematical model is not perfect
and external disturbances are present. Of course, the closed loop needs to
be stable and the controller has to be robust in order for this to be true.

In this chapter the components of the closed control loop are discussed.
It contains sections on the position sensor, the plant and the controller. All
the methods presented here were actually implemented on the prototype
of the vibratory conveyor.

5.1 Position Sensor

To realize the feedback in the control loop, the position of each of the
objects has to be known. Accordingly, some kind of position sensor is
needed. It has to comply with several requirements. Most important of
all, and as its name implies, it has to provide the position information of all
the objects on the distributed manipulation device. Besides the position
the angular orientation of the objects is also of interest and the sensor
should be able to measure that as well. It is not permissible that the sensor
requires alterations of the objects (e. g. no special marks or transmitters).
Similarly, it is not allowed to influence the objects mechanically in any way
(contactless measurement).

It is preferable to choose the frequency of the position measurements
to equal the oscillation frequency of the manipulator surface for the fol-
lowing reason: Since the transportation effect is caused by the temporal
changes of the frictional force during one cycle of the periodic motion, it
is reasonable not to change the oscillation parameters during one cycle. If
they were changed during one cycle, the object would not behave as de-
scribed in Section 3.1. The update frequency of the oscillation parameters
is, therefore, preferably set to once per period. So it is sufficient if the
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Figure 5.3: The area to be covered by the camera, the focal length of the
lens and the size of the camera’s CCD determine the distance to the ma-
nipulator surface.

position is available once per period to calculate the new oscillation pa-
rameters. If it is available less frequently, the calculation of the oscillation
parameters cannot use the most recent position measurement, causing the
quality of the control to decrease. More frequent position measurements
are not needed as only the latest one is needed for the calculation of the
oscillation parameters.

The only type of sensor that can satisfy all of these requirements is
a video camera in combination with a computer and image processing
software. In addition to the requirements stated above it can even be used
to distinguish (classify) different object types. This can be useful if the
paths that the objects should follow are object dependent.

The actual hardware that was used to acquire and process the images
is discussed in Section 7.3.

5.1.1 Camera Parameters

The camera is preferably placed directly above the manipulator surface
to measure the object positions. The distance dm between the camera
and the manipulator surface can be determined from the area the camera
needs to cover (lm, wm), the dimensions of its CCD chip (lCCD, wCCD)
and the lens’ focal length (df ). According to Figure 5.3 and the theorem
on intersecting lines, the corresponding equations are:

dm
lm

=
df
lCCD

and
dm
wm

=
df

wCCD
(5.1)
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If nl and nw are the number of pixels of the CCD chip in each direction,
the spatial resolution of the image of the manipulator surface is:

rx =
lm
nl

and ry =
wm
nw

(5.2)

On the prototype, a camera with a 1/3” CCD chip and a 6 mm lens
is mounted 0.772 m above the manipulator surface. With the length and
width of the CCD chip being lCCD = 6.7 mm and wCCD = 5.1 mm, the area
covered on the manipulator surface plane has the dimensions lm = 868 mm
and wm = 658 mm. This is large enough to include the whole vibrating
area of the manipulator surface that measures 832× 208 mm2. The pixel
resolution of the camera image is 752×570, resulting in a spatial resolution
of rx = ry = 1.15 mm/pixel.

Due to the fact that the objects normally cover several pixels of the
camera image, the coordinates of an object’s position can be calculated
with subpixel accuracy (see Figure 5.8 in Section 5.1.2). If the accuracy is
not sufficient for a particular application, a camera featuring a higher res-
olution has to be used. Alternatively, the area to be covered by the camera
can be segmented and observed by several cameras whose information then
needs to be combined.

If an interlaced camera is used, the odd and the even lines of the cam-
era image are not taken at exactly the same time. Usually, only half of
the lines are used when working with interlaced cameras to avoid this
problem. For the prototype, this reduced the resolution in the y-direction
to 2.3 mm/pixel. This value was, of course, also improved by subpixel
position calculations.

5.1.2 Image Processing Software

The image processing software is responsible for the identification of the
objects on the video image, the calculation of their location and orientation
and the matching of corresponding objects in subsequent images.

Image Acquisition

To obtain image information as frequently as possible, image acquisition
is performed in parallel to image processing. By having two image buffers,
one of them can be used to capture the current video image while the other
one contains the image of the previous time period that is being processed.
In this way, the resulting data of the image processing algorithms are
available twice as often compared to a strictly sequential procedure (Figure
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Figure 5.4: The use of two image buffers, instead of only one, and ap-
propriate hardware allows the acquisition of the current image to run in
parallel with the image processing of the previous image.

5.4). The delay between the start of the acquisition of an image and the
end of the calculation of the object properties is not affected by this state-
of-the-art technique.

It is assumed that the contrast between the objects and the manipu-
lator surface makes them clearly distinguishable. A grayscale (“black and
white”) camera was used in the experimental setup to generate the images
of the white manipulator surface and the black (or at least dark) objects.
Figure 5.5(a) shows an actual camera image of the manipulator surface
and its surroundings.

To keep the execution time as low as possible, the image processing
algorithms operate on binary (black and white) images. A predefined
constant threshold value is used to distinguish whether a pixel belongs to
an object or to the manipulator surface.

The area surrounding the manipulator surface cannot contain objects
to be moved and is, therefore, masked out. This is achieved by defining
an area of interest that limits the part of the video image to be processed.
The area of the image that is ignored is grayed out in Figure 5.5(b).

Determination of the Objects’ Position and Orientation

Definition of the Moments Moment descriptors are suitable for the
determination of information of objects in digital images. An object’s area,
the position of its center of gravity and the orientation of its principal axis
can be easily calculated. Moment descriptors are, therefore, often used in
image processing [Pit93, Cas96]. According to the theory of moments, the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: An actual grayscale image that was acquired by the overhead
video camera (a). It shows the manipulator surface with eleven objects
on top of it as well as some of the surrounding area. The binary image
(b) results from the application of a fixed threshold to the left image. The
gray areas are outside the area of interest and are ignored by the image
processing algorithms.

moments of an object are defined by:

Mpq =
∑
l

∑
c

cplqf(c, l) (5.3)

where p and q define the order p+ q of the moment. The variables c and
l are discrete column and line coordinates of the image. The value of the
function f(c, l) is determined by the presence of the object at the image
coordinate (c, l):

f(c, l) =
{

1 if the pixel (c, l) belongs to the object
0 otherwise (5.4)

The moment M00 equals the area of the object. The coordinates of the
object’s center of gravity (c̄, l̄) is given by:

c̄ =
M10

M00
l̄ =

M01

M00
(5.5)

The determination of the orientation of the object’s principal axis re-
quires the introduction of the central moments. They are defined by:

µpq =
∑
l

∑
c

(c− c̄)p(l − l̄)qf(c, l) (5.6)
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In fact, they are just regular moments that are calculated in a coordinate
system having its origin at the object’s center of gravity.

The orientation angle β? of the object’s principal axis is then obtained
by the equation:

β? =
1
2

arctan
(

2µ11

µ20 − µ02

)
(5.7)

The determination of the orientation using moments has two draw-
backs. Firstly, it works only with objects having a distinct principal axis.
Quadratic objects, for example, are not suited for this method. Secondly,
the orientation of the object is only known modulo 180◦ because the value
range of the arctan function is limited by -90◦ and +90◦. As most of the
objects that were used for tests have a rotational symmetry of 180◦, this
limitation was not very restrictive. Both limitations can be solved by using
methods that analyze characteristic points of the object’s boundary (e. g.
notches and corners). The relative position of these characteristic points
with respect to the object’s center of gravity are then used to determine
its orientation.

Fast Calculation of the Moments Equation 5.6 is not used for the
actual implementation because it is more efficient to calculate the central
moments using the following equations:

µ00 = M00 (5.8)
µ10 = µ01 = 0 (5.9)

µ02 = M02 − µ00 l̄
2 (5.10)

µ11 = M11 − µ00c̄l̄ (5.11)
µ20 = M20 − µ00c̄

2 (5.12)

For binary images that are stored using run-length encoding (cf. [Pit93]),
the delta method [ZVZvK87] yields the moments considerably faster than
Equation 5.3. Instead of adding the moment contributions of each pixel
individually, the contributions of whole lines of object pixels (“runs”) are
summed up. For each raster line, the terms of the sum are calculated
directly from the run-length information instead of all the individual pixels.

Figure 5.6 shows the pixel image of an object. On raster line l, there
is a series of δ object pixels that start at column number c0. The delta
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Figure 5.6: Image of a square object. Adjacent object pixels on a raster line
(e. g. the pixels between columns c0 and c1 on line l) form so-called “runs”
of length δ. A run’s (l, c0, δ)-triplet can be used to efficiently calculate its
contribution to the object’s moment. Due to the discrete pixel locations,
the actual object boundary (solid square) differs from the object’s boundary
in the camera image (border between white and gray pixels).

method states that the moment contributions of this line of pixels are given
by:

∆M00 = δ (5.13)
∆M01 = lδ (5.14)
∆M10 = c0δ + 1

2 (δ2 − δ) (5.15)

∆M02 = l2δ (5.16)
∆M11 = l∆M10 (5.17)
∆M20 = c20δ + c0(δ2 − δ) + ( 1

3δ
3 − 1

2δ
2 + 1

6δ) (5.18)

The total moments of the object then become:

Mpq =
∑
l

∆Mpq (5.19)

Fast Object Boundary Extraction Before the delta method for the
moment calculation can be applied, run-length information has the be
determined from the camera image. This is conducted in two steps [Bul00].
First, as few a number of pixels of the image as possible are searched to find
at least one pixel of every object. Then, starting from these object pixels,
the exact object boundaries are determined. Since the exact boundary
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(c) (d)

(b)

(a)

c

l

Figure 5.7: Finding object boundaries: Finding at least one pixel of every
object in a first step (a); determining the exact boundary in a second step
(b, c, d).

search needs to be performed only in the vicinity of the known object
pixels, this is much faster than searching every single pixel in the area of
interest.

To determine the number of pixels that need to be searched in the
first step, it is assumed that every object covers a circular area having a
diameter of at least nd pixels in the camera image. If the objects happen
to have holes, the same restriction applies to the holes if they are to be
detected reliably. If these assumptions are true, it is sufficient to check
only the pixels on a rectangular grid with a spacing of n =

√
2nd/2 pixels

to find at least one pixel of every object (Figure 5.7(a))1. The percentage
of the total image pixels that need to be processed in the first step is
expressed by the parameter χ = 1/n2.

Starting from the object pixels that were found in the first step, the
exact object boundaries are determined as follows: The image raster line is
searched towards the left for adjacent object pixels. Eventually, a pixel be-
longing to the object boundary is found this way. If it belongs to an object
boundary that is already known (Figure 5.7(b)), the algorithm continues
with the next object pixel from step one. If it turns out that the boundary
is not yet known, that object’s boundary pixels are added to the list of
known boundaries by simply following the object’s circumference (Figure
5.7(c, d)). This method not only produces a list of boundary pixels for
every raster line of the image, it also yields the information as to which

1By using a triangular grid instead of a rectangular one the number of pixels to be
checked may be further reduced.
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boundary pixel belongs to which object. The run-length information can
then easily be calculated from the boundary information.

At the end of this two step procedure, the run-length information of all
objects is known exactly, even though only a fraction of the image pixels
were processed. The actual fraction of pixels processed depends on the
size of the objects and the length of their circumferences.

Spatial Resolution

Quantization Error Effects The object boundary in the discrete pixel
image of the camera does not match the real object boundary exactly
because of the spatial quantization (Figures 5.6 and 5.8(a)). This affects
the accuracy of the center of gravity location that is calculated from the
discrete camera image (Figure 5.8). The accuracy of the center of gravity
location can be described by the properties of the errors ec̄, el̄ between
the actual position c̄, l̄ and the position c̄?, l̄? calculated from the camera
image. According to Figure 5.8(a), the error is the difference between the
calculated value and the actual value:

ec̄ = c̄? − c̄ (5.20)
el̄ = l̄? − l̄ (5.21)

As the actual values of the errors ec̄ and el̄ depend on the position
of the object, they are considered random variables. Two properties of
the distribution of the errors were determined numerically, namely their
average value and their standard deviation.

Extent of the Error The average value and the standard deviation of
the error were calculated using simulation. The simulation generates a
circular boundary of an object at a random location in the image coordi-
nate system. This boundary is used to determine the discrete image of the
object’s boundary that the camera would perceive. It then calculates both
the center of gravity of the original circle and its discrete counterpart. The
errors can then be calculated using formulae 5.20 and 5.21.

As the column and the line directions do not differ, the properties of
the errors ec̄ and el̄ are the same. It is thus sufficient to refer to the “mean
value”and the“standard deviation”without mentioning whether they refer
to ec̄ or el̄.

Figure 5.8(b) shows the average value and the standard deviation of the
errors after performing the above simulation n = 10000 times for diameter
values ranging from two to forty pixels. The average value is approximately
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Figure 5.8: (a) The center of gravity of the real object boundary (circular)
and the discrete object boundary (square) differ. (b) Mean value and stan-
dard deviation of the errors ec and el as a function of the object’s boundary
diameter (numerical simulation).

zero, indicating that the quantization error causes no systematic error. The
standard deviation decreases as the size of the object in the camera image
increases. The reason for this is that the individual quantization errors
of each boundary pixel tend to compensate for each other. The higher
the number of boundary pixels that can compensate for each other, the
better the compensation. The accuracy of the calculated center of gravity
of an object is thus improved if the object has a larger appearance in the
camera image. In terms of accuracy, it would thus be favorable if an object
occupies a large number of pixels in the camera image.

However, computation time also increases with the number of pixels to
be processed. In terms of computing speed, large object images are thus
unfavorable. In reality, a tradeoff between accuracy and execution speed
needs to be made.

Result In reality, the combination of the prototype’s manipulator sur-
face area, the resolution of the camera’s CCD and the size of the objects
to be moved resulted in a typical object size of approximately 30 raster
lines on the camera image. At this size, the standard deviation of the
error is well below a tenth of a pixel, thus resulting in a good subpixel
accuracy. Recalling that one pixel corresponds to 1.15 mm and 2.3 mm for
the x- and y-directions respectively (cf. Equation 5.2), the total accuracy
is approximately 0.12 mm and 0.23 mm (x- and y-directions, respectively).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Camera image of the calibration template after the threshold
operation and the masking out of the parts outside the area of interest (a).
The right hand side shows the calibration areas for the piecewise bilinear
interpolation (b).

By using the gray values of a camera image instead of only a binary
image, the accuracy could be further improved [GÅF98]. This would,
however, need more calculation time and was thus not implemented.

Calibration and Coordinate Transformation

Up until now all calculations were made in the camera image coordinate
system using pixel values. However, position values in real world units
are needed for the position measurement of the objects. Thus, there is a
need for a coordinate transformation from the camera image coordinate
system to the manipulator surface coordinate system. This transformation
is identified with a calibration procedure.

The procedure described here can be divided into two steps. The cali-
bration is performed just once before the actual operation of the conveyor.
The coordinate transformation is then performed during every time step
of the conveyor’s operation.

Calibration Template During the calibration process the pixel coor-
dinates of a calibration template containing objects with known positions
are measured. A camera image of the particular calibration template that
was used is shown in Figure 5.9(a). It contains twenty-seven black rectan-
gular objects that are arranged on a quadratic 3×9-array with a spacing of
104 mm. The arrangement of the calibration objects is chosen such that no
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point of the manipulator surface’s vibrating area lies outside the envelope
of the calibration objects.

Due to the array-like arrangement of the calibration rectangles, the ma-
nipulator surface is divided into quadrilateral areas. With the calibration
template of Figure 5.9(a), sixteen such areas result. They are visualized in
Figure 5.9(b). Even though these areas look quite quadratic in this partic-
ular case, they are not. Their shape depends on the camera placement and
the lens used. For the corners of each of these tetragons, both the coor-
dinates in the manipulator surface coordinate system and the coordinates
in the camera image coordinate system are known. The coordinate trans-
formation can, hence, be performed using bilinear interpolation within the
appropriate one of these tetragons.

Transformation The procedure of the transformation process is shown
in Figure 5.10. It is assumed that there is an object within the particular
tetragon shown. The pixel coordinates p? of the object’s center of gravity
in the camera image coordinate system are known from the preceding
image analysis. These pixel coordinates p? now need to be transformed
into manipulator surface coordinates p using the calibration information.

In a first step, the position of the object within the tetragon is described
by two parameters ξ and η. The value of both ξ and η ranges between zero
and one. In fact, ξ and η are the parameters of the bilinear interpolation
that is often used in computer graphics [Smi81, Sal99]. The parameter ξ
divides the lower horizontal edge of the tetragon into two sections P ?00A

?

and A?P ?10 whose lengths have a ratio of ξ : (1 − ξ). The point B? on
the upper horizontal edge is defined similarly. The point P ? lies on the
connecting line of A? and B?. In the other direction the point P ? lies on
the connecting line of the points C? and D? that are defined by the value
of η. The vector p? pointing from P ?00 to P ? can be expressed by:

p? = ξu?0 + η (−ξu?0 + v?0 + ξu?1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A?B?

(5.22)

This expression is linear in both ξ and η, causing the name “bilinear inter-
polation.”

In standard computer graphics applications, the values of ξ and η as
well as the corner coordinates P ?ij are usually given and the value of p?

is unknown. Here, the problem is different. The corner coordinates P ?ij
and the point p? are given and the parameters ξ and η are unknown. As
the solution of this problem is not usually found in the computer graphics
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Figure 5.10: Calibration and coordinate transformation: The pixel coordi-
nate of an object in the camera image (left) is transformed to the manip-
ulator surface coordinate system (right) using bilinear interpolation.

literature, it is given here:

η =
−b−

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
(5.23)

ξ =
p?c − ηv?0c

u?0c + η(u?1c − u?0c)
(5.24)

with:

a = v?0 ·∆n? (5.25)
b = v?0 · n?0 − p? ·∆n? (5.26)
c = −p? · n?0 (5.27)
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∆n? = n?1 − n?0 (5.28)

n?0 =
[
u?0l
−u?0c

]
(5.29)

n?1 =
[
u?1l
−u?1c

]
(5.30)

The second step consists of applying the bilinear transformation to the
manipulator surface coordinates. To calculate the position of the object
in the manipulator surface coordinate system, the values of ξ and η are
simply applied to the corresponding tetragon in the manipulator surface
coordinates. To find the transformed coordinates p of the object, the
bilinear interpolation (Equation 5.22) can be applied in the manipulator
surface coordinate system. The transformed coordinates of the object are
thus:

p = ξu0 + η (−ξu0 + v0 + ξu1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
AB

(5.31)

It was mentioned before that the tetragons of the particular calibration
template are squares whose edges are parallel to the manipulator surface
coordinate system. However, this method works with any convex shape of
tetragon.

Advantages Compared to Tsai’s camera calibration technique [Tsa86],
the piecewise bilinear interpolation yields smaller errors with the particular
set of camera and lens that was used. The optimal intrinsic and extrinsic
camera parameters of Tsai’s model were computed using the 27 coplanar
points shown in Figure 5.9(a). The camera image coordinates of the 27
points were then transformed back to the manipulator surface coordinate
system using these optimal parameters. The average error that resulted
was 2.66 mm and the standard deviation was 1.88 mm. With the piece-
wise bilinear interpolation on a grid of only 5× 2 points across the whole
manipulator surface (four tetragons), the average error and the standard
deviation of the same 27 points was 0.77 mm and 0.74 mm respectively.
By increasing the number of grid points, and thus the number of tetragons,
the average error can be further decreased. In the experiments shown in
Chapter 7, the 16 tetragons of the 9× 3 grid shown in Figure 5.9(b) were
used. This leads to an average error of approximately 0.4 mm.

The drawback of the piecewise bilinear interpolation is that it is a
purely two-dimensional method. As opposed to Tsai’s three-dimensional
calibration it does not contain any information whatsoever on the relative
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three-dimensional position of the camera and the manipulator surface coor-
dinate system. If the objects happen to be out of the calibration plane, the
piecewise bilinear interpolation yields incorrect coordinates. With Tsai’s
method, it is possible to compensate for non-coplanar objects.

Operation Sequence The reader might have noticed that the coor-
dinate transformation is performed after the calculation of the center of
gravity. So instead of transforming the whole object boundary to the
manipulator surface coordinate system and then calculating the center of
gravity (variant A), the center of gravity of the (distorted) boundary in
the camera image coordinate system is calculated and then transformed
to the manipulator surface coordinate system (variant B). If the objects
are large and the distortions of the camera images are high, the resulting
center of gravity of variant B is incorrect, whereas variant A yields the cor-
rect result. With the typical object being small and the small distortions
of the camera image (Figure 5.9(b)), the error caused by this practice can
be neglected.

The advantage of variant B is that it is much faster than variant A.
Variant A significantly slows down the coordinate transformation because
every single point of the object’s boundary needs to be transformed in-
stead of only the center of gravity, thus multiplying the computational
expense. The calculation of the center of gravity is also more complicated
with variant A because the boundary points are no longer located on a
rectangular grid in the manipulator surface coordinate system. The fast
δ-method cannot be applied. Variant B is the better choice for this par-
ticular application with its error being negligible and the computational
expense being much lower.

Orientation Angle Calibration The position transformation can also
be used to transform the orientation angle β? from the camera image
coordinate system to the manipulator surface coordinate system. Instead
of transforming just one point of the object (usually its center of gravity),
two points are transformed. A possible choice for the second point is the
intersection of the object’s principal axis with its boundary.

Correspondence Problem

If there are multiple objects on the manipulator surface, corresponding
objects have to be matched in subsequent camera images to yield informa-
tion on an individual object’s trajectory. Figure 5.11 shows two subsequent
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Figure 5.11: Two subsequent camera images show the positions of two
triangular objects. Without additional information, it is impossible to de-
termine which object of the first image corresponds to which object in the
second image.

camera images of a very simple example with two objects. The objects in
the first camera image have been assigned the numbers one and two. From
the two camera images alone it is impossible to tell whether the objects
moved up and down or left and right. To assign the numbers correctly in
the second camera image, additional information is needed.

Since the objects’ accelerations are known during closed loop operation,
they can provide the additional information. It can be used to predict the
positions of the objects in the first camera image at the time the second
camera image was taken. If the actuation of the manipulator elements is
constant between the two images, the estimated position p̂

o
(t + ∆t) can

be expressed by:

p̂
o
(t+ ∆t) = p

o
(t) + vo(t)∆t+

1
2
ao∆t

2 (5.32)

How the object’s velocity is obtained will be described in Section 5.2.2.
The corresponding objects can then be found by comparing the pre-

dicted object positions p̂
o
(t+∆t) with the actual positions p

o
(t+∆t) in the

second camera image (Figure 5.12). By finding the pairs with the shortest
distance the correct matches can be found.

Instead of only comparing the positions of the objects, additional prop-
erties can be included in the matching process. Instead of a two-dimension-
al property vector containing only the x-position and the y-position, for
each object an n-dimensional property vector d can be defined that addi-
tionally contains properties such as orientation, size, eccentricity, spread,
the number of the holes and the size of the holes. The property vector
d needs to be normalized (scaled) with a set of weighting factors before
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Figure 5.12: As the accelerations of the objects are known, the future po-
sitions of the objects can be predicted. This additional information allows
to assign the correct numbers to the objects of the second camera image.

the distance is calculated because of the different units and ranges of its
individual components. A convenient way to do this is to normalize the
property vector d by multiplying it with a diagonal matrix W whose diag-
onal elements are the weighting factors:

dn = diag(w1, w2, . . . , wn) d (5.33)

The importance of the individual properties of d in the matching process
can be adjusted with the weighting factors wi. A high weighting factor
for the number of holes for example prevents the matching of two objects
with a different number of holes. The usual Euclidean distance can then be
used to find the closest pairs of objects in the normalized property space.

5.2 Plant

Prior to the design of a controller, the device to be controlled (i. e. the
plant) needs to be described mathematically. Usually, a set of differential
equations is used. The results of Section 3.5.2 serve as a basis for this
purpose.

5.2.1 Plant Model

It is sufficient to consider only the case of a single object on the manip-
ulator surface for the plant model. If there are multiple objects on the
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Figure 5.13: A dynamic system’s input is usually called u(t), its out-
put y(t).

manipulator surface, they can be treated independently as if they were
alone on the manipulator surface because they do not interfere with each
other as long as they are on different surface elements.

Figure 5.2 shows the position of the plant in the closed loop. In this
section the properties of the plant are investigated. They include the
number of inputs, states and outputs and the equations that describe the
plant mathematically.

As one can see in the figure, the plant consists of two individual compo-
nents, namely the vibratory conveyor itself and the position sensor. These
two blocks are not treated individually because the automatic control sys-
tem only perceives the data of the actual path that is recorded by the
position sensor. The actual path can be interpreted as an internal quan-
tity of the plant that has an influence on its output “measured path” which
is available at discrete times only.

The number of inputs to the plant is equal to the number of oscillation
parameters of the manipulator surface. As the uniform field used for po-
sition control has two degrees of freedom (magnitude and direction), the
input to the plant is a two-dimensional vector. In practice, it consists of the
amplitude av of the vertical oscillation and its phase angle α with respect
to the circular horizontal oscillation. The output vector of the plant is
determined by the output of the position sensor that was discussed above.
The differential equation 3.27 found in Section 3.5.2 connects the plant’s
inputs with its outputs.

Plant Model Properties

In control theory literature the functions u(t) and y(t) are normally used
for the input to and the output from the plant (Figure 5.13, cf. [Gee96]).
The input vector of the plant described here consists of two oscillation
parameters:

u(t) =
[
av(t)
α(t)

]
(5.34)
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The output vector contains the Cartesian components of the object’s po-
sition:

y(t) =
[
pox(t)
poy(t)

]
(5.35)

No tilt or rotation angles are being considered here.
The vector x(t) represents the state of the plant. Its components are

the Cartesian components of the object’s position and velocity:

x(t) =


x1(t)
x2(t)
x3(t)
x4(t)

 =


pox(t)
vox(t)
poy(t)
voy(t)

 (5.36)

The dynamics of the plant are given by Equation 3.27. Using control
system notation, the plant’s dynamics can be rewritten as:

ẋ1 = x2 (5.37)

ẋ2 = µ(g − u1ω
2
t cos(ωtt+ u2))

−ahωt sin(ωtt)− x2∣∣∣∣[−ahωt sin(ωtt)− x2

ahωt cos(ωtt)− x4

]∣∣∣∣ (5.38)

ẋ3 = x4 (5.39)

ẋ4 = µ(g − u1ω
2
t cos(ωtt+ u1))

ahωt cos(ωtt)− x4∣∣∣∣[−ahωt sin(ωtt)− x2

ahωt cos(ωtt)− x4

]∣∣∣∣ (5.40)

The algebraic output equations are simple because the outputs are
directly available in the plant’s states:

y1 = x1 (5.41)
y2 = x3 (5.42)

The output equations express that the x- and y-coordinates of the object’s
position are the only components of the plant’s state that are directly
available.

Equations 5.37–5.42 have the form:

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t), t) (5.43)
y(t) = C x(t) (5.44)

The plant is therefore a nonlinear dynamic system.
Furthermore, the x- and the y-direction are obviously coupled since the

expression for the y-component of the object’s acceleration contains terms
of the x-component and vice versa.
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Figure 5.14: For the controller design, it is favorable to separate the model
of the vibratory conveyor (“real plant”) into the parts “frictional process”
and “reduced plant.”

5.2.2 Plant Adaptation for Controller Design

As the plant is nonlinear, the majority of the well-known techniques for
the controller design cannot be applied as they only work for linear plants.
Established controller design methods exist for special classes of nonlinear
plants [Unb00]. However, these are usually not taught in the basic control
theory classes and cannot be assumed to be known by most engineers. In
an industrial application this is a significant drawback because it narrows
down the range of potential developers considerably. Therefore, a different
approach that permits the use of controller design techniques for linear
plants was used.

The use of a linear approximation of the nonlinear plant is not feasible
because the properties of the linearized plant are a good approximation of
the nonlinear plant only if the state vector and the input vector differ little
from a fixed operating point. Since the target values of the parameters u1,
u2 and x1, . . . , x4 appearing in the nonlinear Equations 5.38 and 5.40
change depending on the current transportation task, defining such a fixed
operating point does not make much sense.

A more promising approach is to separate the real plant into two parts
called“frictional process” and “reduced plant” (Figure 5.14). The frictional
process converts the oscillation parameters av and α into the acceleration
that acts upon the object. Its output is not only dependent on the oscil-
lation parameters but also on the object’s current velocity. Since the first
part contains no memory elements, it includes no dynamics at all. The
reduced plant describes the transition from the object’s acceleration to its
velocity and position. With the memories of its two integrators, it is the
dynamic part of the real plant.

The purpose of this separation is to design a controller for the reduced
plant only (Figure 5.15). All standard controller design methods are ap-
plicable because this reduced plant is linear. A controller that is designed
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Figure 5.15: The separation allows the design of the controller with the
second part of the real plant only.

this way has the object’s acceleration as its output. To apply the controller
to the real plant, the controller has to be extended by a block that calcu-
lates the necessary oscillation parameters that make the object accelerate
as desired by the controller (Figure 5.16). The oscillation parameter cal-
culation is in fact chosen to be the inverse of the frictional process, making
the series connection of the extended controller and the real plant (Figure
5.16) mathematically equivalent to the series connection of the controller
and the reduced plant. The behavior of the two closed loops of Figures
5.15 and 5.16 is thus equivalent.

Reduced Plant

The state space model of the reduced plant is easily found because of its
simple structure. To distinguish between the inputs of the real plant and
the reduced plant, they are denoted by u and u? respectively. The notation
of the states and the outputs is left unchanged. Using this notation the
reduced plant’s equations are:

ẋ1 = x2 (5.45)
ẋ2 = u?1 = v̇ox (5.46)
ẋ3 = x4 (5.47)
ẋ4 = u?2 = v̇oy (5.48)
y1 = x1 (5.49)
y2 = x3 (5.50)

Apparently, there is no more coupling between the x- and the y-directions
as Equations 5.45, 5.46 and 5.49 for the x-direction are totally independent
of the equations for the y-direction. The linear system with two inputs,
four states and two outputs can, therefore, be separated into two identical
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Figure 5.16: To make the controller work with the real plant, the controller
is extended by the “oscillation parameter calculation,” which is the inverse
of the “frictional process.”

linear systems with one input, two states and one output. The differential
equation describing the x-direction of the reduced plant’s behavior is:

u?1 = v̇ox (5.51)
ẋ = Ax+B u? (5.52)
y = C x+Du? (5.53)

A =
[

0 1
0 0

]
B =

[
0
1

]
C =

[
1 0

]
D =

[
0
] (5.54)

Of course, the series connection of two integrators (Figure 5.15) is re-
flected by the transfer function G(s) = C(sI −A)−1B +D = 1/s2.

As both the controllability matrix:

U =
[
B AB

]
=
[

0 1
1 0

]
(5.55)

and the observability matrix:

V =
[
C C A

]T
=
[

1 0
0 1

]
(5.56)

have the full rank of two, the reduced plant is both fully controllable and
fully observable.

Oscillation Parameter Calculation

According to Figure 5.16, the frictional process transforms the oscillation
parameters av and α into the object’s current acceleration v̇o, requiring
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the object’s current velocity vo as an additional auxiliary input. The rela-
tionship between these inputs and the output is mathematically described
by Equation 3.27.

As the oscillation parameter calculation is the inverse of the frictional
process, the inputs and the outputs are reversed. It thus transforms the
object’s desired acceleration v̇o into the oscillation parameters av and α
that lead to this acceleration. It also needs the object’s current velocity
vo as an auxiliary input. The mathematical representation of this block is
found by solving Equation 3.27 for av and α.

Approximative Solution Solving Equation 3.27 for av and α is only
possible in very special cases. Normally, there is no solution. The reason
for this is that the term characterizing the direction of the vector function
on the right hand side of Equation 3.27 is only a function of time and not
directly influenced by the parameters av and α:

v̇o(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
des. acc.

= µ(g − avω2
t cos(ωtt+ α))︸ ︷︷ ︸

magnitude

vt(t)− vo(t)
|vt(t)− vo(t)|︸ ︷︷ ︸

direction

(5.57)

Only the magnitude is influenced by these two parameters. So for a solu-
tion to exist, the direction on the right hand side of the equation needs to
be parallel to the desired acceleration on the left hand side. In general, this
is not the case as the direction on the right hand side is a function of the
object’s current velocity vo(t) and the current velocity of the manipulator
surface vt(t).

However, Section 3.1 showed that the transportation occurs because
of the temporal integration of the frictional force. Similarly, it is not the
instantaneous value of the acceleration that matters here but its temporal
average during the next period T :

v̇?o(t) =
1
T

∫ t+T

t

v̇o(τ)dτ (5.58)

=
µ

T

∫ t+T

t

(g − avω2
t cos(ωtτ + α))

vt(τ)− vo(τ)
|vt(τ)− vo(τ)|

dτ (5.59)

As long as the object’s velocity vo is smaller than the manipulator surface’s
velocity vt (which is usually the case, see Section 3.5.4), the direction
vector takes all possible directions during one cycle T . By choosing the
parameters av and α properly, any value of the desired acceleration can
now be produced.
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Unfortunately, it is still impossible to solve Equation 5.59 for av and α
because the course of the object’s velocity vo is only known for the current
time t and not for future times τ > t. The solution that was chosen for
this problem is to assume that the object’s velocity vo does not change
much during one period T . Figure 3.8 indicates that this assumption is
reasonable for small values of the coefficient of sliding friction µ. The
object’s future velocity vo(τ) is, therefore, approximated by its current
value vo(t):

v̇?o(t) ≈
µ

T

∫ t+T

t

(g − avω2
t cos(ωtτ + α))

vt(τ)− vo(t)
|vt(τ)− vo(t)|

dτ (5.60)

This approximation turned the previously non-periodic integrand into
a periodic function of τ with period T . The integration limits can therefore
be simplified:

v̇?o(t) ≈
µ

T

∫ T

0

(g − avω2
t cos(ωtτ + α))

vt(τ)− vo(t)
|vt(τ)− vo(t)|

dτ (5.61)

This equation can now be used to calculate an approximative solution
for the oscillation parameters av and α if the object’s desired acceleration
and its current velocity are given. The integral can be transformed into
an (lengthy) expression containing elliptic integrals of the first and second
kind [BS91]. As a consequence, it cannot be expressed by elementary func-
tions. The solution for av and α has, therefore, to be found numerically.

Velocity Estimation One problem remains, however. To find the os-
cillation parameters, the object’s velocity vo needs to be known besides its
desired acceleration. The problem is that the velocity is an internal state
of the real plant and is not available. As a consequence the control loop
cannot be realized exactly as shown in Figure 5.16.

Since the reduced plant is fully observable, a state observer can solve
this problem. The linear dynamic system with the equations:

uB =
[
u?

y

]
(5.62)

˙̂x = A
B
x̂+B

B
uB (5.63)

y
B

= x̂ = C
B
x̂+D

B
uB (5.64)

A
B

= A− LC B
B

=
[
B − LD L

]
C
B

= I D
B

= 0 (5.65)
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Figure 5.17: An observer is needed because the velocity of the object is
not measured directly. The problem is still not solved, however, since the
extended controller still needs an inaccessible signal (real acceleration).

provides an estimate x̂ of the reduced plant’s states at its output. The
observer matrix:

L =
[
l1
l2

]
(5.66)

influences the dynamic behavior of the observer and needs to be chosen
appropriately. The poles of the observer are located at s1,2 = (−l1 ±√
l21 − 4l2)/2. The observer is asymptotically stable if both l1 and l2 are

positive.
Ideally, the initial state of the observer would be equal to the initial

state of the reduced plant. However, the initial state of the reduced plant
is not known. Depending on the difference of the reduced plant’s and
the observer’s initial states, the observer’s state approximation may be
poor at the beginning. This error decreases in time if the observer is
asymptotically stable. The placement of the observer’s poles influences
the transient behavior of the state error. Simulation results with the plant
discussed here showed that poles on the far left side of the s-plane cause
the error to fall below a certain limit very quickly but it can become very
large before. For poles that are located closer to s = 0 the error stays
small at all times but takes longer to decrease. The choice of the values of
l1 and l2 represent a tradeoff between these two behaviors.

Figure 5.17 shows the closed loop including the observer. The oscilla-
tion parameter calculation can now be realized because all the necessary
inputs are available.

Saturation

Unfortunately, one more problem remains. The object’s acceleration that
is needed for the observer is also an internal state of the real plant and is
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Figure 5.18: Control system with the extended controller as it is used in
reality.

not available. One would say that it should be possible to use the desired
acceleration signal of the extended controller instead. Since the oscillation
parameter calculation is the inverse of the frictional process, they should
be the same. In reality, this is not true in all cases as the next paragraph
will show.

The reason for the desired acceleration in the extended controller not
being equal to the real acceleration in the real plant is the limit of the
oscillation parameter av imposed by the lift-off constraint 3.15. If the
amplitude output of the oscillation parameter calculation is larger than
g/ω2

t , this condition is violated. The oscillation parameter av is also limited
by the maximum amplitude of the actuators. That is why the output value
of the oscillation parameter calculation has to be limited in the model,
represented by the “saturation” block in Figure 5.18. Due to this block the
oscillation parameter calculation and the frictional process are no longer
directly in series. The mathematical consequence is that they do not cancel
each other out anymore. The (unlimited) desired acceleration input of
the oscillation parameter calculation block in the extended controller is,
therefore, not equal to the (limited) real acceleration in the real plant.
This prevents the use of the extended controller’s desired acceleration as
an input to the observer.

To obtain the proper output from the observer, its acceleration in-
put needs to be fed by an estimate of the real acceleration. As the real
acceleration is an internal state of the real plant, it is not available by
measurement and needs to be calculated. Since the model of the frictional
process is given by Equation 3.27, this equation can be used to calculate
the true acceleration. The inputs to the model of the frictional process are
fed by the limited oscillation parameters and the estimate of the object’s
velocity. The closed loop control system of Figure 5.18 finally contains no
more access to internal states of the real plant. Its structure can, therefore,
be realized as illustrated.
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Time Discretization

The two dynamic elements of the extended controller (“controller”and“ob-
server”) need to be converted to discrete-time systems before they can be
implemented because the controller will be implemented on a digital con-
trol computer. If their state space representation is known, the conversion
is straightforward. The continuous system:

ẋ = Ax+B u (5.67)
y = C x+Du (5.68)

has the corresponding discrete-time system:

xk+1 = F xk +Guk (5.69)
y
k

= C xk +Duk (5.70)

F = eAT (5.71)

G = A−1
(
eAT − I

)
B (5.72)

The variable T denotes the sampling time of the discrete-time system.

5.3 Control

With the preparatory work of the previous section, the controller design is
now straightforward. Several methods are available to design a controller
for the system of Figure 5.15. The two that were realized are a PID
controller and a state space controller. The following sections illustrate
the design process. The experimental results that were achieved with these
controllers are documented in Section 7.3.2.

5.3.1 PID Control

Using a PID controller, the object’s desired acceleration is calculated by
a weighted sum of the position error, its integral and its derivative. The
transfer function of the controller is:

GR(s) = kP +
kI
s

+ kDs (5.73)

The controller design corresponds to finding the values of the controller
parameters kP , kI and kD.
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Ziegler-Nichols

The standard method for doing so is the procedure that was first described
by Ziegler and Nichols [ZN42]. To find the values of the controller param-
eters, the critical gain kPc has to be known. The critical gain is the gain
that produces a limit stable closed loop with a pure P controller. How-
ever, the closed loop consisting of a P controller and the reduced plant is
always limit stable, regardless of the value of kP . With the given plant, it
is thus impossible to find the critical gain kPc and the method of Ziegler
and Nichols cannot be applied.

Pole Placement

As an alternative, the pole locations of the closed loop system, depending
on the values of the controller parameters, were investigated. The transfer
function of the closed loop system can be written as:

GclPID(s) =
kI + kP s+ kDs

2

kI + kP s+ kDs2 + s3
(5.74)

All the controller parameters are real numbers. Consequently, there are
two conjugate complex poles and one purely real pole. They can be de-
scribed by three real parameters β1, β2 and β3:

s1 = β1 (5.75)
s2,3 = β2 ± β3i (5.76)

As the number of parameters to describe the pole locations is equal to the
number of controller parameters, it should be possible to set the poles to
any given location. In fact, if the equations:

kI + kP sn + kDs
2
n + s3

n = 0 n ∈ {1, 2, 3} (5.77)

are solved for the controller parameters kP , kI and kD, the solution is:

kP = 2β1β2 + β2
2 + β2

3 (5.78)
kI = −β1(β2

2 + β2
3) (5.79)

kD = −β1 − 2β2 (5.80)
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Figure 5.19: Simulated step response of the continuous-time closed loop
system with a PID controller. The left hand side shows the result of the
controller and the reduced plant; the right hand side of the extended con-
troller and the real plant.

Time Discretization

For discrete-time signals the terms “derivative” and “integral” are not de-
fined. The PID controller, therefore, has to be approximated for the
discrete-time implementation. One way to do so is to use the discrete-
time transfer function [Gee96]:

GR(z) =
kD
T − (2kDT + kP )z + (kDT + kP + kIT )z2

z3 − z2
(5.81)

However, the approximation changes the pole locations of the controller.
Consequently, the pole locations of the closed loop change as well. With
the discrete-time transfer function:

GS(z) =
T 2(z + 1)
2(z − 1)2

(5.82)

of the plant, the closed loop transfer function GclPID(z) = GSGR
1+GSGR

can
be calculated. It turns out that the poles are the roots of the fifth order
polynomial:

kD
T − (kP + kD

T )z + (kIT − kD
T −

2
T 2 )z2 (5.83)

+(kIT + kP + kD
T + 6

T 2 )z3 − 6
T 2 z

4 + 2
T 2 z

5 (5.84)

In fact, the coefficients are a function of T , causing the poles and thus the
stability of the closed loop to be dependent on the sampling time T besides
the controller parameters kP , kI and kD.
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Figure 5.20: The limit of the vertical amplitude in the real plant causes a
difference between the desired and the real (saturated) acceleration of the
object at the beginning of the step response (left). The course of the object’s
actual and estimated (observed) velocity during the step response (right).

Simulation

Parameters The left hand side of Figure 5.19 shows the simulated po-
sition step response of the continuous-time closed loop system as it is
used for the controller design (cf. Figure 5.15). The controller param-
eters are kP = 12 s−2, kI = 8 s−3 and kD = 6 s−1, causing the three
closed loop poles to be located at s1,2,3 = −2 rad/s. The right hand side
of the figure shows the step response that results when the same PID
controller is used for the continuous-time closed loop consisting of the ex-
tended controller and the real plant (cf. Figure 5.18). The observer matrix
L = [ 10 rad/s 25 rad2/s2 ]T was used in the extended controller.

Results (continuous-time) With the continuous system consisting of
the controller and the reduced plant (Figure 5.19, left hand side), the
set position of 300 mm is crossed after 0.81 s for the first time. After an
overshoot of 23.4%, the position error permanently falls below 1% of the
step size after 4.5 s. Due to the limitations of the real plant, the simulation
with the extended controller (Figure 5.19, right hand side) is somewhat
worse. The set position is crossed after 1.4 s, the overshoot amounts to
40.4% and the error reaches the 1% limit after 5.6 s.

The main reason for the differing step responses of the two closed loops
is the saturation of the vertical amplitude. In this simulation it was set
to avmax = 0.27 mm (left hand side of Figure 5.20). At the beginning of
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Figure 5.21: Discrete-time simulations of the PID controller in combina-
tion with the reduced plant (left) and the real plant (right).

the simulation, the desired acceleration cannot be realized. The approach
to the set position is, therefore, slower with the real plant as the object’s
velocity is limited to a maximum of 0.23 m/s (right hand side of Figure
5.20). The integrator of the controller consequently accumulates more
negative position error that is compensated by a larger position overshoot
with the real plant.

Results (discrete-time) The change in the pole locations is clearly
visible if a discrete-time PID controller with identical parameters is applied
to the discrete-time model of the reduced plant (T = 0.08 s, left hand side
of Figure 5.21). The dominant oscillation is the one caused by the poles
z = 0.77 ± 0.50i. It leads to a very large overshoot of 109% of the step
size. The set position is already crossed after 0.26 s for the first time and
the position error permanently falls below 1% of the step size after 4.5 s.

If the discrete-time controller is extended and applied to the model of
the real plant (right hand side of Figure 5.21), these oscillations are not
visible. The reason for this is that the limitation of the vertical amplitude
in the real plant does not allow the realization of the high accelerations
that occur with the reduced plant. The position overshoot amounts to
45%. The object needs 1.44 s to cross the set position for the first time
and reaches the 1% limit after 6.1 s

5.3.2 State Space Control

The section on plant adaptation (5.2.2) showed that an observer for the
plant’s states is necessary in order to calculate the oscillation parameters
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Figure 5.22: Closed loop used for the state space controller design.

from the desired acceleration output by the controller. One might now as
well feed the whole state of the plant into the controller instead of just
using the position data. This type of feedback is known as state space
control.

The closed loop that is used for the controller design is illustrated in
Figure 5.22. As before, the reduced plant consisting of the double inte-
grator is used in the design phase. The state observer is not even needed
during the design phase because the plant’s states can be accessed in the
mathematical model. In accordance with the literature (e. g. [Föl92]), the
controller is implemented as a static matrix gain R.

The controller extensions that allow the controller to be used for the
real plant need to be adapted only slightly. Even though the closed loop in
Figure 5.23 looks different from Figure 5.18 at first glance, its blocks and
connections are basically the same. The blocks are rearranged to resemble
the grouping found in literature. The simulation of the frictional process
and the observer now form their own unit called “extended observer.”

State Space Controller Design

With the closed loop described in the previous section, the controller design
consists of finding an appropriate controller matrix R that results in a
stable closed loop. There are several methods to find such a matrix. The
two that were used here are linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) design and
pole placement.

Linear Quadratic Gaussian The result of the linear quadratic Gaus-
sian design is a stabilizing controller matrix R that minimizes the quadratic
cost function:

J =
1
2

∫ ∞
0

(
xT (t)Qx(t) + uT (t)S u(t)

)
dt (5.85)
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Figure 5.23: Closed loop with extended controller and extended observer
used in combination with the real plant once the controller is designed.

The matrices Q and S need to be chosen by the control engineer and
influence the behavior of the closed loop system. In particular, Q penalizes
state error and S penalizes control effort. The resulting controller is:

R = S−1BT P (5.86)

where P is the positive definite solution of the Riccati algebraic equation:

P B S−1BT P − P A−AT P −Q = 0 (5.87)

The state space model of the plant is adopted from Section 5.2.2 (Equa-
tions 5.52–5.53). In the frequently used case of diagonal penalty matrices:

Q =
[
q11 0
0 q22

]
S = [s11] (5.88)

the solution of Equation 5.87 is:

P =
[ √

q11(q22 + 2
√
q11s11)

√
q11s11√

q11s11

√
(q22 + 2

√
q11s11)s11

]
(5.89)

and the controller becomes:

R = [
√

q11
s11

√
q22+2

√
q11s11

s11
] (5.90)

Pole Placement The pole placement method lets the control engineer
choose the pole locations of the closed loop system and calculates the
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controller matrix R from these values. Since the reduced plant is a single-
input-single-output system, Ackermann’s formula [Ack72, Föl92] can be
applied.

As the controller is a static gain, the order of the closed loop equals
the order of the plant. There are, thus, two poles to be placed. They can
either be two purely real poles or a pair of conjugate complex poles. In
the case of two real poles:

s1 = β1 s2 = β2 β1,2 ∈ R (5.91)

the controller matrix becomes:

R = [ β1β2 −(β1 + β2) ] (5.92)

In case a pair of conjugate complex poles is chosen:

s1,2 = β1 ± β2i β1,2 ∈ R (5.93)

the corresponding controller matrix is:

R = [ β2
1 + β2

2 −2β1 ] (5.94)

As opposed to the PID controller, the discretization of the state space
controller has no effect on the stability of the closed loop because the
controller consists only of a static gain.

Simulation

Parameters The same simulation as before was performed again with
the state space controller. The controller matrix was computed by placing
the closed loop poles. To have conditions similar to the previous sim-
ulation, the two poles were set to s1,2 = −2 rad/s. The corresponding
controller matrix is R = [ 4 s−2 4 s−1 ]. The other parameters of the
simulation were the same as before.

Results (continuous-time) Figure 5.24 shows the continuous-time sim-
ulations of the step response. The left hand side is again the result of the
simple closed loop for the controller design (Figure 5.22). On the right
hand side, the same controller is applied to the model of the real plant
(Figure 5.23). Obviously, the position plots show no overshoot. It is also
apparent that the state space controller produces a smaller acceleration
than the PID controller at the beginning of the simulation. Due to the
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Figure 5.24: Step response of the closed loop with a state space controller.
As in Figure 5.19 the controller was applied to the reduced plant (left hand
side) and to the real plant (right hand side).

small accelerations, the vertical amplitude av stays below its saturation
limit (Figure 5.25). The simulation with the model of the real plant (right
hand side of Figure 5.24) looks just like the simulation with the controller
design model.

Results (discrete-time) Since the controller is independent of the sam-
pling rate, the discrete-time simulations look just like the continuous-time
simulations of Figure 5.24 and are, therefore, not shown. Needing only
2.9 s to reach the 1%-limit, the state space controller causes the object to
reach its set position much quicker than the PID controller (6.1 s).

Measurements of the object’s behavior when the PID controller and
the state space controller are applied to the real conveyor are shown in
Section 7.3.2.

5.4 Summary

In order to realize a closed loop control setup, the position of the individual
objects on the vibratory conveyor needs to be known. A position sensor
that is based on computer vision was described. A fast method to deter-
mine the objects’ location in the image coordinate system was given. The
accuracy of the position information was discussed. To convert the position
information from the image coordinate system to the manipulator surface
coordinate system, a calibration and coordinate transformation method
based on bilinear interpolation was presented. A practical and extensible
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Figure 5.25: Acceleration of the object with the state space controller.

solution to the problem of matching corresponding objects in subsequent
camera images was discussed.

For the design of a controller the plant needs to be modeled mathemat-
ically. It was shown that the plant is nonlinear but that it is possible to use
controller design methods for linear plants. To do so, the plant is appro-
priately reduced for the controller design and extended for the controller
application.

The third main section of this chapter focused on the actual controller
design. The synthesis of two controller types (PID and state space) was
performed. The behavior of the closed loop system with these controllers
was shown via simulation.





Chapter 6

Implementation Consider-
ations

Whereas the previous chapters emphasized the theoretical aspects of the
object transportation, this and the next chapter are dedicated to the prac-
tical realization of a transportation device that works as previously ex-
plained. This chapter focuses on the reflections that led to the particular
implementation of the vibratory conveyor that was realized.

6.1 Needs of the Industrial Partner

The requirements of the industrial partner are numerous. They include
topics such as the size of the objects to be transported, the size of the ma-
nipulator surface and its individual surface elements, the number of objects
to be transported at a time, the velocity of transportation, the physical di-
mensions of the machine, its lifetime, maintenance issues, electromagnetic
compatibility and many more. These requirements are summarized in the
product specifications that were mentioned in Chapter 2.3.1. They are too
detailed to be reproduced here.

Throughout the rest of this chapter, the choice of some of the pa-
rameters mentioned in the theoretical chapters will be commented upon.
An important basis for the choice of these parameter values was an in-
vestigation that yielded quantitative information concerning prospective
applications of the novel vibratory conveyor. Representatives of three de-
partments of SIG Pack Systems were asked to characterize transportation
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Dept. A Dept. B Dept. C
Object size

Length (mm) 24 . . . 96 35 . . . 90 35 . . . 150
Width (mm) 15 . . . 96 35 . . . 90 15 . . . 80

Object velocity (m/min) 2 . . . 15 5 . . . 10 2 . . . 15
Files

Number of files 9 . . . 24 10 . . . 30 4 . . . 35
Object frequency (ppmf) 50 . . . 190 100 . . . 400 70 . . . 150

File distance (mm) 41 . . . 88 45 . . . 105 17 . . . 83
Overall width (mm) 1000 . . . 1400 1000 . . . 3000 600 . . . 1600

Table 6.1: Typical application data of prospective uses of the vibratory
conveyor (ppmf = parts per minute and file). Survey performed by Lorenz
Ruf.

applications that could be solved by the vibratory conveyor. Table 6.1
shows the key results of this investigation.

6.2 Choice of Actual Parameter Values

From the theoretically possible parameter values, one particular set has
to be chosen for the implementation. Of course, the parameters that are
chosen should represent an optimum with respect to the particular appli-
cation. The constraints that influence the choice of the parameters are
discussed in this section.

6.2.1 Oscillation Parameters

First, the oscillation parameters ah, av and ωt are investigated. Figure 6.1
shows a graphical representation of different constraints that influence their
choice. White areas represent unsuitable parameter values whereas gray
areas indicate possible values. The constraints are subsequently discussed.

Sliding Friction The first constraint was introduced in Section 3.5.1 and
concerns sliding friction. For the transportation principle to work as de-
scribed, sliding friction rather than static friction is permanently necessary.
According to Inequality 3.22, sliding friction occurs if mahω2

t > µFNmax

is true. The maximum vertical oscillation with av = g/ω2
t leads to the

maximum normal force FNmax = 2mg. The sliding friction condition thus
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(c) Centripetal accelera-
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straints

Figure 6.1: Several limitations restrict the choice of the parameters ah
and ωt. The gray areas indicate the possible parameter values (a–e). When
these restrictions are combined, only a small range of possible parameters
remains (f). The values that were actually chosen for the prototype are
indicated by the small black cross in the white circle.

becomes ahω2
t > 2µg. This condition is not satisfied for small values of ah

and ωt, causing the bottom left area in Figure 6.1(a) to be white.

Transportation Speed It was then shown in Section 3.5.4 that the
maximum transportation speed is approximately proportional to the hor-
izontal component of the manipulator surface’s velocity vt = ahωt (Equa-
tion 3.41). If the required maximum transportation velocity is given, the
product ahωt needs to be at least 1.39 times this velocity. According to Ta-
ble 6.1, transportation velocities up to 15 m/min (=0.25 m/s) are needed.
The gray areas in Figure 6.1(b) indicate the corresponding parameter val-
ues.

Centripetal Acceleration The next constraint opposes the two that
were mentioned so far. According to the formula for the centripetal accel-
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eration at = ahω
2
t (cf. Equation 3.7), large values of ah and ωt also lead

to large accelerations. This again causes large forces that require a large
and heavy mechanical setup, which is of course undesirable. The gray ar-
eas in Figure 6.1(c) indicate the parameter values that yield a centripetal
acceleration smaller than 100 · g.

Vertical Oscillation Amplitude The interface to adjacent transporta-
tion devices affects the vertical oscillation amplitude. In the application of
the industrial partner, these devices are usually conveyor belts. The ob-
jects can be moved more easily from and to a conveyor belt if the vertical
oscillation of the manipulator surface is almost imperceptible. The value
of av should, therefore, be small compared to the size of the object. This
leads to an upper bound avmax for the amplitude of the vertical oscillation.

It was mentioned in Section 3.5.4 that the maximum transportation
velocity is realized with a vertical oscillation amplitude of av = g/ω2

t .
Solving this equation for ωt yields ωt =

√
g/av. If the objects are to be

moved at the maximum speed, the oscillation frequency ωt needs to be
larger than ωtmin =

√
g/avmax. This leads to the constraint shown in

Figure 6.1(d).

Horizontal Oscillation Amplitude Finally, a large radius of the cir-
cular horizontal oscillation of the manipulator surface is undesirable. Due
to this oscillation, there is a gap that periodically opens and closes between
the manipulator surface and adjacent transportation devices. The width
of the gap varies between 0 and 2ah. Large gaps are undesirable, especially
at low frequencies because they are incompatible with a smooth transition
of the objects to and from adjacent transportation devices. Particularly, a
maximum gap size that is larger than the smallest object dimension (see
Table 6.1) should be avoided because the objects may jam (Figure 6.1(e)).

Actual Parameter Choice From the remaining parameter value range
(Figure 6.1(f)), the set that produces the smallest accelerations was cho-
sen (bottom left corner of the gray area). For the implementation of the
prototype, the angular frequency ωt = 25 · 2π rad/s and the horizontal am-
plitude of ah = 2.7 mm were thus selected. The resulting maximum achiev-
able transportation velocity is 0.25 m/s or 15 m/min. The centripetal ac-
celeration is 66.6 m/s2 or roughly 7 · g. The maximum possible vertical
amplitude without lift-off is 0.4 mm.
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Figure 6.2: The maximum size of the manipulator surface elements for
aligning objects on a rectangular grid using open loop operation.

6.2.2 Manipulator Surface

The three main factors that influence the partitioning of the manipulator
surface are the shape, size and number of the manipulator surface elements.

Surface Element Shape

One potential application of the vibratory conveyor is the alignment of not
yet fully aligned objects in equally spaced files using open loop operation.
Since objects can only be aligned to edges of surface elements, a first set
of edges needs to coincide with the desired locations of the aligned files.
According to Section 4.2.5, a squeeze field having its axis perpendicular to
the direction of motion can be used to produce the equal spacing of the
objects in open loop operation. Accordingly, a second set of edges that is
perpendicular to the direction of the transportation is needed. Combining
these two sets of edges, this leads to a rectangular shape of the individual
manipulator surface elements.

Surface Element Size

According to the survey on the potential applications (Table 6.1), the dis-
tance between adjacent object files can be as small as 17 mm. Accordingly,
the width of the manipulator surface elements should be 8.5 mm or smaller
because pairs of actuators are needed to realize squeeze fields.

The length of the elements can be found by analogy. The object dis-
tance within the files is obtained by dividing the object velocity by the
object frequency. This leads to the following minimal object distances:
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Figure 6.3: Manipulator surface elements during the assembly of the pro-
totype.

40 mm in department A, 25 mm in department B and 29 mm in depart-
ment C. The minimal value would be the 25 mm of department B. This
value is, however, inconsistent with the minimum object size of 35 mm
that was given by that department’s representative. The minimum object
length of 35 mm is, therefore, taken as the minimum object distance. Ac-
cording to Figure 6.2, the length of the surface elements should not exceed
half of this length (17.5 mm).

The size of the manipulator surface elements should thus measure
8.5× 17.5 mm2. As there is no suitable actuator that is small enough
(see Section 6.4.2), the size of the manipulator surface elements was cho-
sen to be 26× 26 mm2 according to the minimum size of the actuator. In
the open loop alignment application, the minimum file distance is thus
52 mm. The same applies to the object distance within the files.

Surface Element Number

The main limiting factor of the number of surface elements is cost. As there
is one actuator needed per surface element, the actuator cost grows linearly
with the number of surface elements. The budget of the prototype allowed
the realization of approximately 250 actuators. A setup whose length was
larger than its width was favored because it allows the composition of
multiple subsequent vector fields for open loop manipulation tasks. This
led to a setup that is 8 elements wide and 32 elements long. The overall
dimensions of the manipulator surface are thus 208× 832 mm2. Figure 6.3
shows the manipulator surface in a partially assembled state.

To prevent small parts from falling into the gaps between the individual
manipulator surface elements, a covering foil is placed across all surface
elements. It is held in place by a slightly diminished air pressure on its
lower side.
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Figure 6.4: Photograph of the experimental setup. The overall length of
the setup (including the conveyor belts) is approximately five meters.

6.3 Mechanical Setup

The basic concept of the mechanical setup was already mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.1.1. The setup of Figure 4.2 cannot be realized in this form, however,
because the actuators for the vertical motion of the surface elements are
mounted on the oscillating common support. On the one hand they would
increase the mass of the common support significantly, leading to high
centripetal forces. On the other hand the transmission of the control sig-
nals and the power onto the oscillating common support is highly prone
to cable breakage. Moreover, the constant oscillation would certainly not
increase the lifetime of the actuators themselves. Consequently, the actu-
ators need to be mounted on the machine base. The motion they generate
then has to be transmitted mechanically to the common support and on
to the manipulator surface elements.

An overview of the experimental setup as it was realized is shown in
Figure 6.4. The actuation of the manipulator surface elements (hidden
under the covering foil) is discussed in the following sections.

6.3.1 Motion Transmission

Figure 6.5 shows the mechanical concept as realized in the prototype. The
actuators are attached to the machine base. The motion transmission is
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Figure 6.5: Concept of the mechanical setup as it is realized in the proto-
type. The letters correspond to the parts described in Figure 6.6.

realized by the direct contact of the manipulator surface elements with
the moving part of the actuator. The top of the actuator’s moving part
is a smooth horizontal plate made of hardened steel (b in Figure 6.6).
Its counterpart, the bottom of the manipulator surface element (c), also
consists of an even surface made out of a synthetic material that is resistant
to friction. Due to the contact of the horizontal surfaces, the vertical
motion is transmitted independently of the relative horizontal position of
the two bodies. Several reasons led to the choice of this solution instead
of one that is not subject to wear.

Detachability The first reason is that the connection needs to be easily
detachable. If there is a broken actuator, it must be possible to replace
it. Due to the density of the actuators it is not possible to make the
holes in the common support large enough to fit the actuators or the
surface elements through them. The manipulator surface element and the
actuator, therefore, need to be separated for the replacement.

Accessibility Despite the fact that the room inside the machine base
looks quite empty in Figure 6.5, it is in reality occupied by the drive for the
horizontal motion, some terminals for electrical connections and the pump
for the pressure difference that holds the covering foil in place. It is thus
not possible to access the actuators through some opening from within the
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Figure 6.6: Mechanical parts of the experimental setup (placed horizontally
on the picture): Actuator for the vertical motion (a); moving plate of the
actuator (b); its counterpart on the manipulator surface element (c); stem
of the surface element (d); sliding bearing ring and securing o-ring (e,f);
manipulator surface element (g); tube used for the guidance of the stem
(h).

machine base. The actuators, therefore, have to be accessible from the top
of the machine. One might say that this access path is obstructed by the
common support and the manipulator surface elements. But these can be
removed as they are smaller and lighter than the machine elements in the
machine’s base. In order to replace an actuator, the common support and
the actuator surface elements have to be removed. It is desirable to remove
them all at once as it is too time consuming to remove them one by one.
As a consequence, the connections between the actuators and the surface
elements need to be detached all at once. This prevents many connection
types from being applied. Snap-on fastening, for example, cannot be used
because the accumulated force that is necessary to disconnect them would
become too large for a high number of actuators. Since the connection is
not accessible in the assembled state of the machine, connections that can
be unlocked (e. g. bayonet joints) cannot be used as well.

Stiffness Commercially available machine elements of this size (like the
one shown in Figure 6.7(c)) that allow the compensation of a horizontal
offset do not offer enough stiffness in the vertical direction for the unal-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.7: The parts of the manipulator surface element that are subject
to wear can be replaced easily (a, b). Example of a commercially available
coupling element that compensates radial offset (c).

tered transmission of the vertical motion. The direct contact of the two
parts, however, is very stiff in the vertical direction. The contact between
the manipulator surface element and the actuator is ensured by the earth’s
gravitational acceleration and the downward force acting upon the manip-
ulator surface that results from the air pressure difference.

Simplicity To support simplicity of the setup, the number of parts
should be small. The chosen solution consists of a small number of parts
that are not very complicated. The assembly is reduced to bringing the
parts in contact. Thinking of the large number of individual actuators
(up to 1000 per conveyor or more), simplicity plays an important role,
especially with respect to the cost of manufacturing and assembly.

Wear As mentioned above, the chosen design is subject to wear. How-
ever, with the proper pair of materials, this can be limited to a minimal
amount. Tests under realistic conditions showed that there are several syn-
thetic materials whose wear is between 0.0002 and 0.0003 mm/h in combi-
nation with steel. This means that it would take two to three months1 until
a wear of 0.1 mm results. Since the sliding parts of all the manipulator
surfaces wear at a similar rate, the height difference between the individual
surface elements is even smaller. If the wearing parts are designed to be
easily replaceable (which is the case in the realized prototype, see Figures
6.7(a) and 6.7(b)), then this solution can be justified. Of course, the wear-
ing parts all need to be replaced at the same time in order to avoid height
differences of the manipulator surface elements.

18 hours per day, 5 days per week, 4 weeks per month
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Figure 6.8: Different types of suspensions for the manipulator surface ele-
ments.

6.3.2 Manipulator Surface Element Suspension

According to Figure 6.5, the manipulator surface elements perform a linear
vertical motion relative to the common support. The suspension of the
manipulator surface elements needs to allow this vertical motion while
preventing a rotation of the surface elements about a vertical axis. At the
same time it needs to transmit the horizontal motion from the common
support to the individual manipulator surface elements. Once again the
mechanical setup should be as simple as possible.

Two types of suspension were considered: A parallelogram mechanism
and a sliding bearing. The parallelogram mechanism would comply with
the mechanical needs almost ideally, especially if wear-free flexible hinges
are used (Figure 6.8(a)). However, the mechanical parts of this setup are
relatively complicated and very delicate (hinges), thus making this solution
unsuitable for a rough industrial environment. If the parts are simplified,
as shown in Figure 6.8(b), the setup becomes either too stiff in the vertical
direction or too soft for the centripetal forces in the horizontal direction,
depending on the thickness of the beams.

Figure 6.8(c) shows the setup that was eventually realized. The manip-
ulator surface element has two sliding bearings that are in contact with the
common support. A pin in the common support fits a groove in the surface
element and prevents the surface from turning about a vertical axis. The
parts and the assembly are as simple as can be, the only drawback being
wear again. It is solved by the choice of an appropriate sliding bearing
material.
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6.4 Actuation

6.4.1 Horizontal Motion

The horizontal motion of the common support is driven by a central electric
motor. Four toothed belts transmit its rotation to four crankshafts (two on
either side of the common support). The crankshafts are thus responsible
for both suspending and driving the common support. The radius ah of
the horizontal motion is given mechanically by the offset between the lower
and the upper part of the axes. The use of a variable frequency inverter
allows the variation of the angular velocity ωt.

6.4.2 Vertical Motion

Requirements A full stroke of the vertical actuator covers 0.8 mm (=
2av) at the maximum with the set of oscillation parameters that was cho-
sen. Assuming a weight of 40 g for the manipulator surface element and
additionally up to 150 g for the object to be transported (payload speci-
fied by the industrial partner), the peak force that the actuator needs to
generate is about 5 N. This force is needed for the maximum upward ac-
celeration (i. e. g = 9.81 m/s2, cf. Equations 3.13 and 3.15) and includes
both the inertial force and the frictional force of the sliding bearing. Given
the frequency of 25 Hz, the number of cycles adds up to 173 million per
year2.

Actuation Principles There are many physical principles that can be
used to produce linear motion. They include electromagnetic, piezoelec-
tric, pneumatic, hydraulic, thermal (expansion), bimetallic, electrostric-
tive, magnetostrictive, electrochemical and shape memory alloy-based ac-
tuation. However, many of them do not meet the above requirements.
Shape memory alloys and electrochemical actuators have a limited lifetime
of 105 cycles in the best case. Bimetallic, thermal and electrochemical ac-
tuators do not have the dynamics to operate at the desired amplitude with
the desired frequency. Piezoelectric, electrostrictive and magnetostrictive
actuators all have a maximum displacement that is too small. The bi-
morph setup of piezoactuators produces larger displacements but cannot
come up with enough force for this application. Hydraulic actuators are
usually used for much larger forces and displacements, making them not

2using 8 hours per day, 5 days per week, 4 weeks per month and 12 months per year
again
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an ideal choice, either. Pneumatic actuators usually perform motions be-
tween discrete positions. The pneumatic elements on the market would
require closed-loop control for the generation of continuous trajectories
like the harmonic vertical oscillation. However, requiring a closed loop for
every actuator makes this solution too complicated and expensive. The
type of actuator that seems to be the best choice for this application is the
electromagnet. It is capable of producing the desired motion in an open
loop setup.

Types of Electromagnets Two different principles of operation need
to be distinguished: Electromagnetic actuators based on reluctance exploit
the fact that an electromagnet produces an attractive force on a soft-iron
armature. In general, the force is not linearly dependent on the displace-
ment. However, specially designed geometrical setups are capable of pro-
ducing an almost constant force within certain limits of the displacement.

Voice coil actuators exploit the Lorentz force to generate a displace-
ment. Due to their principle of operation the force is independent of the
displacement in a large displacement range. Additionally, they offer the
possibility of producing forces in two directions. Reluctance actuators,
in contrast, can only produce forces in one direction (attraction) and are
dependent on a counteracting spring to create a motion in the opposite
direction.

Actuator Choice Based on actual offers by different manufacturers, the
industrial partner chose to use an electromagnetic actuator based on reluc-
tance even though the efficiency would have been significantly higher using
a voice coil actuator. The negotiations with the manufacturers revealed
that a minimum diameter of 26 mm is necessary for the actuator to be
capable of producing the desired force.

6.5 Summary

The factors that influenced the choice of the actual values of the param-
eters for the prototype were discussed in this chapter. The chosen set
of parameters should comply with many needs that are sometimes even
contradictory. The radius of the horizontal motion and the operation fre-
quency should be large enough to produce sliding friction and provide a
sufficiently large object velocity. At the same time they should be small
enough to avoid large centripetal forces and interface problems with adja-
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cent transportation devices. Similarly, the amplitude of the vertical motion
should also be small enough to avoid these interface problems.

The considerations that led to the chosen shape, size and number of
manipulator surface elements were discussed.

The factors that influence the placement of the actuators for the vertical
motion were described. Reasons such as detachability, accessibility for
maintenance, stiffness and simplicity have an impact on their placement.

Two different solutions for the suspension of the manipulator surface
elements were shown. The advantages and disadvantages of both were
given and the reasons for the actual choice were explained.

Finally, the actuation of both the horizontal and the vertical motion of
the manipulator surface elements was discussed. Several potential actua-
tion methods for the vertical motion were given, most of them proving to
be unsuitable for some reason, leading to a choice by elimination.



Chapter 7

Experimental Results

The use of theoretical models is very limited if their results do not agree
with reality. It is, therefore, important to verify the theoretical models by
comparing them to reality. It is the purpose of this chapter to show that
the models of the preceding chapters describe an object’s behavior on the
vibratory conveyor with sufficient accuracy.

7.1 Friction Model

With friction being the basic effect that is responsible for the transporta-
tion process, it is the first aspect to be investigated. First of all, it is
important to check whether the Coulomb friction model yields realistic
results since the calculations in Section 3.5 are based on it. Then, if its
results are satisfactory, the value of its parameter µ is of interest.

To have test conditions that are as similar as possible to the conditions
during the transportation process, the prototype of the vibratory conveyor
was used to measure friction. The following experiment was performed:
An object was placed on the manipulator surface. The manipulator sur-
face was then oscillated horizontally as described in Section 3.5.3. The
amplitude (radius) ah of the horizontal oscillation was constant during the
experiment, but its frequency ωt was varied. The vertical oscillation was
turned off (av = 0) during this experiment.

According to Section 3.5.1, static friction should apply to an object
placed on the manipulator surface if the oscillation frequency is small.
For larger values of the oscillation frequency, sliding friction applies (cf.
Inequality 3.23). It is possible to determine the type of friction by measur-
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Figure 7.1: Expected course of the object’s motion radius at different values
of the oscillation frequency.

ing the object’s motion using the position sensor since the object’s motion
depends on the type of friction that applies.

According to Section 3.5.1, the radius of the object’s motion should
equal the radius of the manipulator surface’s motion if static friction ap-
plies. At small oscillation frequencies, the radius ao of the object’s motion
is thus equal to the radius ah. For sliding friction, the radius of the ob-
ject’s motion decreases as the frequency of the oscillation increases. The
decrease of the radius ao for sliding friction is given by Equations 3.30 and
3.37. Figure 7.1 shows the expected radius ao of the object’s motion as a
function of the oscillation frequency.

The coefficient of sliding friction µ is smaller than the coefficient of
static friction µ0. As a consequence, the radius ao of the object’s mo-
tion may behave either according to static friction or according to sliding
friction for values of ωt between

√
µg/ah and

√
µ0g/ah, depending on the

object’s initial conditions. This is indicated in the figure by the two dashed
lines in that area of the plot.

Figure 7.2 shows experimental measurements of the object’s behavior.
The left hand side shows the results that were achieved with a steel block
measuring 50× 40× 4 mm3. The right hand side shows the results of a
50× 35× 20 mm3 aluminum block. The foil on the manipulator surface
was made of the same fluoropolymer1 in both cases.

As expected, the course of the radius ao of the object’s motion clearly
shows the two regions of static friction and sliding friction. The transition
is somewhat sharper for the aluminum object than for the steel object.
The dotted lines indicate the theoretical course for different values of the

1Habasit FHU-2E
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Figure 7.2: Results of the friction measurement. Objects: Steel block (a)
and aluminum block (b). Manipulator surface: Fluoropolymer (Habasit
FHU-2E).

frictional coefficients (µ = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 from left to right). The match
between the theoretical radius drop-off at higher frequencies and the mea-
sured data is somewhat better for the aluminum block once again.

A transition zone where either static friction or sliding friction may oc-
cur was not observed. A possible explanation for this is that the difference
between the two coefficients of friction is so small that it cannot be re-
solved by the experiment. The initial conditions should not be the reason
for this, as both upward and downward frequency sweeps were performed
(solid and dashed lines, respectively). With an upward sweep, the object’s
initial condition is static friction. With a downward sweep, it is sliding
friction.

As the dotted lines in the plots indicate, the value of the coefficient of
sliding friction µ can be used to fit the theoretical course to the measured
data. This was done in both cases with the least squares method. The
calculated solid lines in the plots correspond to the best fit. They occur
at µ = 0.64 for steel and µ = 0.58 for aluminum.

7.2 Open Loop Operation

Whereas the vertical oscillation was turned off in the preceding section,
some open loop measurements with a nonzero vertical oscillation are dis-
cussed here. Resembling the structure of Section 4.2, the results are pre-
sented according to the vector fields that are needed to produce them.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of the velocity of an object in a uniform field: The-
oretical and experimental results (ωt = 25 · 2π rad/s and ah = 2.7 mm).

7.2.1 Uniform Field and Object Velocity

The uniform field, providing the same vertical oscillation across the whole
manipulator surface, is suitable for the verification of the steady-state
transportation velocity. For Figure 7.3 the expected theoretical velocity
was numerically calculated using Equation 3.39. The experimental results
were obtained by setting the oscillation amplitude av and the phase α to
a fixed value, placing an object on the manipulator surface and using the
position sensor to record the path it travels along. The steady-state veloc-
ity was then calculated from the linear part of the time-position diagram.
This procedure was performed for eight different oscillation amplitudes av.

The correspondence between the calculated and the measured velocity
is satisfactory for the amplitude values in the range of 0.09 to 0.36 mm.
The average error of the measured velocity relative to the theoretical ve-
locity is 4%, the maximum relative error is 25%, and the minimum relative
error is 0%.

For small values of the vertical amplitude the results are different. At
an amplitude of 0.08 mm the experimental velocity is already zero. The
differences at smaller values of the vertical amplitude are related to a
mechanical problem of the prototype. It was observed that the current
mechanical setup is not capable of realizing oscillation amplitudes smaller
than 0.08 mm. This may be the reason for the object being at rest at the
amplitude of 0.08 mm and is still subject to investigation.
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of the initial placement of the object during the
squeeze field experiment.

7.2.2 Squeeze Field

According to Section 4.2.2, the squeeze field can be used to align objects
on the squeeze line. A squeeze field according to Figure 7.4 was realized
on the prototype for the experiment . The amplitude was 0.18 mm in both
halves of the field. Depending on the side of the squeeze field, the value
of the phase shift was α = 0◦ or α = 180◦. A rectangular object was then
repeatedly placed at a location on the periphery of the squeeze field. The
initial orientation of the object was randomly chosen. The trajectory of
the object, as it was moved by the squeeze field, was then recorded by the
position sensor.

Figure 7.5(a) shows the course of the x- and y-coordinates as well as the
object’s orientation as a function of time. The grid lines on the position
plots coincide with the borders of the surface elements. It is clearly visible
that the object is being moved towards the squeeze line which is located
between the fourth and the fifth surface element at y = 104 mm. In
agreement with Figure 7.3, the largest velocity that occurs at the beginning
of the experiment is close to 0.18 m/s.

In theory the x-component should remain exactly at its initial value.
In practice there are disturbances that make the object float in the x-
direction. There are, however, hardly signs of deterministic behavior as
in the y-direction. Note that the scales of the two position plots are the
same.

The plot on the bottom of Figure 7.5(a) shows the effect that the
squeeze field has on the object’s orientation angle. The object ends up
with its axis pointing along the squeeze line regardless of the (arbitrary)
initial value of the orientation angle. Note that the object performs half
a turn during the sixth second in one case. The orientation before and
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Figure 7.5: Results of the squeeze field experiment: The left hand side
shows the position and orientation of the object as a function of time. The
right hand side shows the standard deviation of the position and orientation
error relative to the stable position.

after the half-turn is equivalent since the object has a rotational symmetry
of 180◦.

The accuracy of the alignment is shown in Figure 7.5(b). The upper
plot is the standard deviation of the difference between the y-coordinates
of the object and the squeeze line. The standard deviation of the position
error stays below 5 mm after the initial transient phase. The same plot
can be produced with the orientation angle. Due to the symmetry, only
the remainder of the division by 180◦ is shown (solid line). The standard
deviation of the orientation error stays below 22.5◦ most of the time after
the transient phase for this object.

However, the angular alignment is largely dependent on the type of
object. Many of the objects that were tried did not show a stable angular
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Figure 7.6: Hardware setup of the prototype.

orientation. This may happen if the moments caused by the disturbing
forces are larger than the aligning moment resulting from the object’s
shape and its position on the squeeze field. As opposed to this, the position
alignment works for all types of objects.

The experiments with the radial vector field produce similar results as
the ones with the squeeze field. They are not shown here as they do not
produce new findings worth mentioning.

7.3 Closed Loop Operation

For the verification of the closed loop operation, the image processing
algorithms and the controllers described in Sections 5.1 and 5.3 were im-
plemented on the control computer of the prototype.

The hardware consists of a Motorola MVME 2431-3 VME board that
has a 350 MHz PowerPC processor. It is further equipped with 32 MB
of RAM and 1 MB of second level cache memory. The camera frames are
grabbed using a PCI mezzanine card that features a Conexant Bt848 video
capture chip. The sensors and actuators are connected to an IP-Digital 48
interface card that communicates with the processor via a VME bus. An
overview of the hardware is depicted in Figure 7.6.

The following sections focus on the performance of the algorithms and
on the comparison of the simulated object behavior with measured data.
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100% 25% 6.3% 1.6%

1 35.6 12.3 6.2 4.3
2 39.9 15.5 9.0 7.9
4 55.4 29.6 22.2 21.5
8 74.2 40.4 39.6 33.8

(a) Total cycle time (ms)

100% 25% 6.3% 1.6%

1 32.6 9.3 3.1 1.3
2 35.4 11.1 4.5 3.4
4 46.4 20.0 12.5 12.3
8 56.9 25.0 23.6 18.8
(b) Image processing time (ms)

100% 25% 6.3% 1.6%

1 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4
2 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.7
4 6.0 6.1 6.2 5.9
8 12.8 11.5 12.9 12.7

(c) Control time (ms)

100% 25% 6.3% 1.6%

1 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.6
2 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.8
4 3.0 3.5 3.5 3.3
8 4.5 3.9 3.2 2.3

(d) Oscillation parameter output

time (ms)

Table 7.1: Average execution times of one cycle of the control software.
The times are given in milliseconds. The number on the left of each line
indicates the number of objects that were present on the manipulator sur-
face during the measurement. The percentages χ at the top of each table
correspond to the amount of pixels that were searched for objects (see page
79). Table (a) is the sum of the other three tables.

7.3.1 Performance

The oscillation period imposes a limit on the time available for computa-
tions. As the program execution time increases with every object that is
on the vibratory conveyor, the maximum number of objects that can be
transported simultaneously is thus dependent on the performance of the
algorithms. Table 7.1 and Figure 7.7 show the execution time of one cycle
of the program.

The total execution time is shown in Table 7.1(a). In addition to this,
Tables 7.1(b)–7.1(d) show the three main parts that sum up to the total
time. The image processing time includes the initiation of the image cap-
ture (which then runs by itself using direct memory access (DMA)), the
detection of the objects’ boundaries, the moment calculation, the coordi-
nate transformation and the object matching. The control time is the sum
of the time needed to evaluate all the blocks in the extended observer and
in the extended controller (cf. Figure 5.23). Particularly, it includes the
iterative numerical solution of the oscillation parameter calculation (Equa-
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Figure 7.7: Measured execution times of one cycle of the control software
at different parameter values (graphical representation of Table 7.1(a)).

tion 5.61). The oscillation parameter output time is needed to determine
which manipulator surface elements are in contact with the object during
the current cycle and to calculate the proper values of their oscillation
parameters.

Table 7.1(b) shows that reducing the percentage χ of pixels searched
for objects (cf. 5.1.2) is an effective way of reducing the time needed for the
image processing. According to the considerations on page 79, the value of
1.6% was the lowest possible value for χ in the experiment as some objects
would not be detected reliably at lower values.

Regression analysis of the data in Table 7.1(a) indicates that the exe-
cution time can be estimated by:

Tcycle ≈ n · 4.34 ms + χ · 30.27 ms + n · χ · 1.19 ms + 0.15 ms (7.1)

In this equation n is the number of objects present on the manipulator
surface.

The algorithms are implemented in Oberon on the hard real-time oper-
ating system XO/2 [Bre98]. Fast integer operations were used in the image
processing algorithms instead of slow floating point operations whenever
possible. Incorporating this in the control algorithms also would certainly
increase their performance.

To rate the performance of this system, it is compared to a commer-
cially available system. During the initial phase of this project, a student
performed tests using an Adept controller that was based on a 25 MHz Mo-
torola 68040 processor [Feu97]. The image processing time for one object
was measured to be 66 ms. Since the processor speeds of the two systems
are different (25 MHz compared to 350 MHz), this time is multiplied by
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25/350, yielding a value of 4.76 ms per object2. Compared to the image
processing times in Table 7.1(b), the commercial system is up to three and
a half times slower than the custom-made system (depending on the value
of χ).

7.3.2 Position Step Response

Both the PID and the state space controller were implemented as outlined
in Section 5.3.

In the practical realization of the 300 mm position step experiment (cf.
Section 5.3), the 45× 20× 4 mm3 steel object was used. As before, the
manipulator surface consisted of the Habasit FHU-2E fluoropolymer. The
measurements were made using an oscillation frequency ωt = 25 · 2π rad/s
and a horizontal amplitude of ah = 2.7 mm. The period of the discrete-
time controller was set to 80 ms. The controller parameters were adopted
from Section 5.3.

PID Controller

The position plot in the top part of Figure 7.8 shows that the experi-
ment and the simulation match well. This is once again an indication that
the plant model of Section 5.2 is a sufficiently accurate model of the real
vibratory conveyor. The forward movement of the object at the very be-
ginning of the experiment is slightly slower than predicted even though the
amplitude av is saturated at its maximum value. The position error accu-
mulated by the integral part of the PID controller is thus slightly larger
in the experiment, causing the overshoot to be a little larger than in the
simulation.

To obtain a measure of the position error in the final part of the exper-
iment, its root mean square value during the last ten seconds of the experi-
ment was calculated. With the PID controller it is 6.2 mm. This relatively
large error is caused by the fact that vertical oscillation amplitudes below
0.1 mm cannot be satisfactorily realized (cf. Figure 7.3). Accordingly, the
oscillation amplitude needs to rise to 0.1 mm quite frequently to correct
position errors during the second half of the experiment. The integral part
of the controller makes sure that this happens if the position error persists
for too long.

Even though the experiment and the simulation match well, the impor-
tance of the PID controller in the practical application is small because of

2Of course, this is only an approximation as the different processor architectures of
the 68040 and the PowerPC 750 are not taken into consideration.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the measured and simulated position step re-
sponse using the discrete-time PID controller.

the large position overshoot of about 50% of the position step. According
to the simulation, the state space controller is expected to perform better
here.

State Space Controller

Figure 7.9 shows the results of the same experiment with the state space
controller. Due to the nature of the controller, not only the position but
also the velocity has a set value. During the first second of the experiment
the simulation matches the experimental data well. Afterwards the ver-
tical amplitude output of the controller drops below 0.1 mm. Due to the
limitation mentioned before, these amplitude values cannot be realized by
the experimental setup and therefore do not have an effect on the object’s
position. Consequently, the object’s trajectory in the experiment starts
to differ from the simulated trajectory after 1.2 s. Figure 7.10 shows the
same behavior in another example of the same experiment. As the purely
static state space controller does not contain a dynamic element such as
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of the measured and simulated position step re-
sponse using the discrete-time state space controller.

the integral part of the PID controller, the longtime persistence of the
position error does not have an influence on the amplitude value that is
output by the controller. The position error is, thus, never corrected by
the state space controller even if it persists for a very long period of time.

The root mean square position error of the last ten seconds of the
experiment amounts to 5.9 mm and 26.8 mm in Figures 7.9 and 7.10 re-
spectively. The root mean square error of the velocity is 0.024 m/s and
0.020 m/s respectively.

7.4 Summary

In the first section of this chapter, it was shown that the Coulomb friction
model is suitable to model the frictional forces between the manipulator
surface and the object to be transported. The coefficient of sliding friction
was determined experimentally for steel and aluminum objects.

The steady-state velocity of the experiments was compared to the val-
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Figure 7.10: In this position step response experiment the state space con-
troller is unable to move the object closer to the set position since small
vertical amplitudes below 0.1 mm cannot be realized by the experimental
setup.

ues calculated from the theoretical model. The match is satisfactory for
vertical oscillation amplitudes above 0.1 mm. It turned out that oscillation
amplitudes below 0.1 mm cannot be realized by the current experimental
setup causing the experimental values to differ from the theoretical values
in that parameter range.

The effects of a squeeze field on the position and the orientation of a
rectangular object was shown.

The section on the closed loop operation started with an explanation of
the hardware components. The execution time measurement results of the
control algorithms were given for different cases. The experimental and the
simulated position step response of an object were compared for both a PID
and a state space controller. The simulation matches the experimental data
well. Due to the limitation concerning the realization of small oscillation
amplitudes, the position error caused by the PID controller is smaller than
the one of the state space controller.





Chapter 8

Conclusions and Outlook

There are many applications in industrial automation where a simple trans-
portation device capable of moving many objects at a time to individual
destinations would be of great use. It would be even more practical if it
offered a high reconfiguration flexibility, meaning that it requires a mini-
mum of changes if the transportation task is changed. The currently used
approaches in industrial applications have shortcomings in at least one of
these properties. Therefore, the development of a better transportation
device is an issue in current research. This thesis is a contribution to the
development of such a highly flexible transportation device that is capable
of moving objects on a planar surface.

8.1 Contributions

8.1.1 Transportation Principle

A novel transportation principle that is based on the oscillations of a seg-
mented planar surface was described. Complying with the goals of this
thesis, it is possible to move many objects simultaneously using this princi-
ple. This is achieved with the widely used idea of the spatial segmentation
of the oscillation surface into single surface elements. The objects can be
moved independently by oscillating only the surface elements below an ob-
ject. A main advantage of the setup presented here is that it requires
only a single actuator per surface element. Most competing distributed
manipulation setups need at least two actuators per cell. Considering the
large number of surface elements of distributed manipulation setups, this

137
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decreases the overall cost of the device significantly.
Two modes of operation were described, open loop and closed loop

operation. With open loop operation, the possible transportation paths
depend on the geometrical shape of the surface elements. With closed loop
operation, arbitrary transportation paths are feasible. It is thus possible
with closed loop operation to change the transportation task by software
changes only, eliminating the need for mechanical changes. The recon-
figuration flexibility is thus very high. The transportation principle also
complies with the need for moving the objects by touching their bottom
surfaces only.

Regarding the number of degrees of freedom of the object that can
be controlled, open loop operation and closed loop operation need to be
analyzed separately. Using open loop operation, it is possible to move
objects along the edges of the surface elements that were mentioned above.
It is also possible to align them to these edges using squeeze vector fields,
for example, thus controlling the two translational degrees of freedom of the
object on the planar surface. To control the rotational degree of freedom,
the object needs to be on such a surface edge. By applying either a squeeze
field or a tangential field, the orientation of the object can be influenced.
The advantage of the open loop operation is that it requires no feedback,
making the hardware much simpler. Its drawback is that both the object
positions and orientations that can be realized are limited by the shape of
the surface elements.

With closed loop control, any object positions are possible regardless of
the shape of the surface elements. For the control of the orientation of an
object, it still needs to be located on the edge of a surface element because
otherwise a tangential field cannot be applied. The object also needs to
be in planar contact with the manipulator surface for orientation control.

So with either mode of operation it is possible to control the two trans-
lational degrees of freedom and, to some extent, the third (rotational)
degree of freedom.

8.1.2 Realization and Mathematical Modeling

A prototype of a vibratory feeder working according to the operation prin-
ciple of this thesis was realized. The oscillating surface consists of 8 × 32
individual elements and measures 208× 832 mm2. It allows transportation
speeds of up to 0.35 m/s and provides a positioning accuracy of ±6 mm.

The physical effects that are responsible for the transportation of the
objects were analyzed. A mathematical model was developed that describes
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the behavior of an object if the surface’s oscillation parameters are given.
This model was then used for the design of two types of controllers.

Both a PID controller and a state space controller were designed and real-
ized. These controllers were implemented on the control computer of the
experimental setup.

The experimental validation of the object’s behavior during closed loop
operation shows that the simulated behavior matches the experimental
measurements very satisfactorily.

8.1.3 Project Organization

The different needs of a research organization and an industrial company
with respect to the properties of the device were a main challenge during
the development of the new vibratory conveyor. The product specifica-
tions that were written at the beginning of the project contained hidden
inconsistencies that only turned up during the elaboration phase of the
industrial product. Experience shows that this is normal and cannot be
avoided. The application of the ideas of simultaneous engineering was an
efficient way of limiting the negative effects of such hidden inconsistencies.
Its application increased the chances of choosing the right solution the first
time. As co-location is helpful for the implementation of simultaneous en-
gineering, actual solutions for its implementation were presented.

8.2 Outlook

It was not possible, of course, to solve all the problems related to this
principle of transportation within this thesis. The following topics could
form a basis for future work.

Small disturbances of the contact between the object and the manipu-
lator surface can cause the object to tilt a little. It is then not in planar
contact anymore but has a single point of contact on its lower peripheral
edge. If this happens, the object may rotate about its vertical axis, mak-
ing it almost impossible to control its angular orientation. The rotational
velocity is determined by the initial conditions caused by the disturbance
and cannot be predicted. Strategies for an improved control of the objects’
rotational degree of freedom should be developed. This includes the anal-
ysis of the factors that cause the objects to switch from planar contact
to point contact. Investigating the local differences of the coefficient (per-
haps caused by wear) or other possible sources of disturbances could prove
helpful in this context.
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Furthermore, a problem with the realization of oscillation amplitudes
below 0.1 mm that limits the positioning accuracy needs to be solved. Most
probably it has to do with friction in the bearings of the manipulator
surface elements. The mechanical support should be altered in such a
manner that this problem is solved. Of course, the new support should
still maintain a simple mechanical setup.

As the assembly of distributed manipulators at the macroscopic scale is
expensive and quite monotonous, the applicability of the conveying method
described in this thesis to the microscopic scale should be investigated.
At this scale, integrated circuit manufacturing methods could be used for
the production of distributed manipulators, making assembly superfluous.
This would, however, require changes in the friction model as the Coulomb
model is not applicable at very small scales.

Another topic that was only touched upon during this thesis is path
planning. Given an arbitrary stream of unaligned input objects and their
desired arrangement at the output of the feeder, the path of every single
object needs to be determined. There are many boundary conditions that
need to be considered. Examples include collision avoidance, limitations
in the maximum velocity and acceleration and a limited amount of space
on the oscillating surface.
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